Exegetical Study of the Book of Hebrews | Dr. Randy White
SESSION 1 | GOD’S LATEST WORD TO THE JEWISH NATION | HEBREWS 1:1-4

GOD HAS SPOKEN TO ISRAEL DISPENSATIONALLY | V. 1-2
His speech to Israel was, in the past dispensations, given through the prophets alone.
o Numbers 12:1-9
o Prophecy is often redefined in the modern church to mean application of the word of God.
A prophet’s basic motivational drive is to apply the Word of God to a situation so that
sin is exposed and relationships are restored. http://iblp.org/questions/what-spiritualgift-prophecy
o This redefinition is not found in Scripture, and is totally unfounded.
A Biblical prophet was one who received direct revelation from God.
The definition has never changed.
There are no modern day prophets.
His speech was in many portions (NASB) or at sundry times.
o The word has to do with portions / allotments / districts rather than times or eras. However,
either term speaks to the dispensational element of God's revelation. There were "times" or
"portions" of God’s revelation in His dealings with man.
o To properly interpret Scripture, one must be careful to recognize the "portion" that is at hand. If
one takes the part to be the whole (as in Covenantal theology), he is mistaken.
Wikipedia | Covenant Theology: The covenant of grace runs through the Old and New
Testaments, and is the same in substance under both the law and gospel, though there
is some difference in the administration. Under the law, the sacrifices, prophesies, and
other types and ordinances of the Jews signified Christ, and men were justified by their
faith in him just as they would be under the gospel. These were done away with the
coming of Christ, and replaced with the much simpler sacraments of baptism and the
Lord's Supper. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Covenant_theology#Covenant_of_grace
His speech was in many ways.
o This word is built on tropos (ways or manners), which is built on trope, which means "turning."
Some related words: Trophy (to turn an enemy), entropy (disorganization, too many turns!),
Zoetrope (pictures coming "to life" through the turning of pages or a cylinder).
o Again, this speaks to a dispensational approach to Scripture.
If you use a Christocentric hermeneutic, you will miss the many portions and many ways of God’s
dealings with man.
o
Christ centered often means skip the details and run to the cross.
o Such an approach has led to liberal theology. (See
http://www.baptist2baptist.net/b2barticle.asp?ID=23 for examples).

GOD’S WORD TO ISRAEL IN HIS SON | VV 2-4
His Son was set or appointed to His role.
o This was done in eternity past, and is not a result of Christ’s work.
His Son was set as heir of all things.
o Some have misused this to say that Jesus is the heir of the promises to Israel. In truth, Jesus is the
heir of Israel, not of the promises of Israel. There are promises are given to the nation (Romans
9:4), and will be fulfilled in the nation, and then the nation will be inherited by Christ (Ephesians
1:18).
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o "Heir" or "inheritor" is klerosnomos, the one who "drew the lot" of the "law."
His Son was the instrument of the creation of the ages.
o The world is literally, "the ages."
o While this was, it is believed, used as a metaphor for "the world" or "the universe," it is literally,
"the ages" (or eons).
o This strengthens the dispensational nature of this passage.
o
Ages better fits the context of "in these last days."
o Every dispensation, therefore, was created by God through His Son.
The Son is the same essence as the Father.
o He is the radiance of His glory, not as in some modern translations:
He reflects the brightness of God’s glory (TEV)
The Son radiates God’s own glory (NLT)
If your translation does not show Jesus as the very radiance, then get a new translation!
o He is the exact representation of His nature.
This is the Greek word charakter. It means a facsimile or perfect expression.
The Greek charakter is stronger than the English. Latter Greek Gnosticism brought about
the idea caricature of the reality.
The nature of Christ is hupostasis, "upon a foundation or substance." Thus, Christ is the
same substance as God.
Christ, being the exact representation of the substance of God is homoousian, the
theological term which conveys orthodox belief in Jesus Christ.
The Son carries or bears all things by His power.
o This is the rhema of His power (dunamis).
o Rhema is the spoken word, logos is the message/concept, and graphe is the written word.
o It is the rhema of Christ that, when heard, produces faith (Rom 10:17), and the rhema of the Lord
endures forever (1 Peter 1:25).
o The word power is the central idea of this phrase, not word.
Rhema, the spoken word, is (by implication) "the fact of His power."
See 2 Cor 13:1 (NASB) or Lk 1:37 as examples.
o Note: this word rhema is used of Charismatics to talk about God giving direct communication to
individuals today. Any ministry or church with Rhema in the name is likely Charismatic in
theology.
The Son has purified the Jewish nation of sin.
o This phrase is only used in a Jewish context.
o The Hebrew nation was clearly told, from the beginning of the book of Hebrews, that Jesus Christ
has completed the purification rites of the Jewish faith.
o Note that KJV includes that He did this, "by Himself."
o The purification of sins does not equate to the salvation of individuals (or of the nation).
To argue that purification of sins equates to salvation is to argue that purification of sins
is an incomplete task, which is incompatible with the Bible.
The Jewish nation is no longer in need of a sacrificial system because Christ has provided
the purification.
The Son has sat down at the right hand of Majesty on high, awaiting the day the enemy will become the
footstool for His feet.
o This phrase has strong Jewish connections to the Messiah. See Psalm 110:1. In the early days of
Pentecost the Jewish nation was given opportunity to receive her King. Failing to do so, the book
of Hebrews stands as the last opportunity before her destruction and dispersion, which would
last until the end of days, when she would be restored.
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SESSION 2 | CHRIST, BETTER THAN THE MESSENGERS | HEBREWS 1:4-14

CHRIST IS BETTER THAN THE MESSENGERS | V. 4
"Angels" is a transliteration of this word. A translation would be "messengers." The reader, using the
context, must see whether this is an angelic (spirit) being, or a human messenger of God.
o The Hebrew Scriptures use the same kind of word. A "malach" can be an angelic being or a
human messenger. "Malachi" is Hebrew for "my messenger."
o The question: could this be a reference to the prophets of v. 1, rather than spirit beings?
Christ has “a more excellent name” than the messengers.
o From diaphoros, which is a derivitave of dia (through) and pheros (to carry). The word implies
taking something and carrying it all the way through to another (and more excellent) position,
thus, "wholly different."
o See Romans 12:6 for an example that does not (in context) carry the idea of "more excellent."
o The excellence is only by context, the word itself is reference to the difference.
o See Acts 4:12 for a pertinent application.

COMPARISON TO THE MESSENGERS |VV. 5-7
Is there a messenger who is a son? (v. 5)
o This is a quote from Psalm 2:7.
o Assuming David wrote the Psalm, could David have been referring to Himself when He wrote,
"He said to Me, 'You are My Son'?" No! This is clearly a prophetic Psalm, not about David, but
about the Anointed One, the Messiah.
o This statement was never said of David, of the Prophets, or of the Angels, or of any prophet.
o Christ is unique in both name and in position.
o V. 5 also quotes 2 Samuel 7:14, giving us confirmation that this Hebrew Scripture is in reference
to the Messiah.
Is there a messenger who will return again to be worshiped? (v. 6)
o At issue is whether the KJV is correct (And again, when he bringeth...) or NASB. Thus, is this a
reference to the 1st coming or 2nd coming?
o Because "He brings" is subjunctive, and because the subjunctive aorist is used all 383 times in the
New Testament in reference to a future event, it is best to see this as a reference to the 2nd
coming.
o It is difficult to determine, but verse 6 appears to quote from Psalm 97:7. If so, it confirms the
2nd Coming interpretation, since Psalm 97 is a prophetic psalm of the Messiah's future reign.
Is there a messenger who is not dependent upon Him? (v. 7)
o From Psalm 104:4. The "who" can be translated "He" or "the Lord," because He is the one in
context (The Lord is the subject).
o The point of the quote is that the Lord has control / power / authority over the messengers.
o Just as God can raise up children of Abraham from stones, the Lord can create a messenger out
of wind or a minister out of a flame. He is not beholden to man.

CONTRASTED TO THE SON | VV. 8-12
Verses 8-9 are a quote of Psalm 45:6-7.
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Psalm 45 is the answer to Psalm 44:26, and is a praise to the Messiah (vv. 1-2), followed by an explanation
of the Lord's work in the tribulation (vv. 3-5), followed by the inauguration of the King's reign (vv. 6-9).
In Hebrews 1:9 (Psalm 45:7), the Christ is shown to be the fulfillment of Psalm 1:1-3.
V. 9, By virtue of the fact that this is addressed to God (v. 8) and the subject is anointed by God, it is
reflective of the multiple (3) personalities of the Godhead, thus this is a Trinitarian passage (albeit only 2
members of the Godhead are shown, unless the "oil of gladness" be a reference to the Spirit.)
Anointed in v. 9 is chrio, related to Christ.
o This anointing, specifically mentioning the oil of gladness is referenced in Isaiah 61:1-3.
o The anointing is “above” all companions. This is a non-literal but accurate nonetheless. Literally,
"from" or "alongside" your companions. The idea of separation, and thus being "above" is clear.
This is the focus of not only these words, but this entire section of Scripture.
o Your companions: This interesting choice of word highlights the fact of Christ's greatness over all
others. The Spirit did not inspire the writer to use koinonos (as in 2 Cor. 8:23), nor sunekdemon
(as in Acts 19:29), nor sunergos (as in 1 Cor. 3:9), nor philos as in John 3:29, but metochos, a
companion or partaker (from meta {with} and echo {to have}, so metochos are those "with
having". See Hebrews 3:1 for another usage of this word.
Verses 10-12 are a quote of Psalm 102:25-27. This note of the strength of the Creator (Christ) is in
contrast to the frailty of man, thus, again, builds the argument of Christ's superiority.
o Laid the foundation: Literally, "founded the earth." Compare to Mt. 7:25 and Col 1:23.
o But you remain: The earth and heavens were founded by Christ and are his handiwork, but just
as He preceded them He will remain after them.
o You will roll them up: See Revelation 6:14. See "It is Well with My Soul," last verse.

CONCLUSION OF THE COMPARISON | VV. 13-14
The use of Psalm 110:1 plays well into the major argument of the book: the Hebrew nation is being given
a final opportunity to receive her Messiah, and thus to see the reestablishment of the Kingdom to Israel
(Acts 1:3). Her Messiah, greater than all His messengers, is sitting...until. How will the nation respond?
A summary of the messengers is given in v. 14. While this is the strongest argument that the messengers
are spirit beings, the word pneuma is not necessarily confined to angelic or non-human beings.
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SESSION 3 | THE COMING JUDGMENT OR THE COMING KINGDOM? | HEBREWS 2:1-8

PAY ATTENTION! | VV 1-2
•

•

•

The danger: slip away
o This word, pararheo, is literally “near floating” or “to come among the drift.” It is built
on rheo, "to drift." In English, rheology is a branch of physics which studies the flow of
liquids. Both this word and prosecho (give earnest heed) are, in their non-figurative
uses, nautical terms. A sailor would have heard, "set your sail toward what we have
heard so that we do not get off-course."
The duty: give heed!
o Verse 1: Because Jesus is greater than the messengers, we (the Hebrews) must pay
attention to what He has said.
o Pay attention: Literally this word prosecho is "toward having," but it is only used
figuratively in the NT of "giving mental thought." In a literal sense, the text says "give
much more toward having what we have heard."
o To what were the readers to “give earnest heed?” In context of chapter 1, this would
be God's word through the prophets given in various parts, culminating in the message
in His Son.
The documentation: the unalterable word and inevitable justice.
o Because there is very little "word spoken by angels," I contend that this section on
"Angels" should be "messengers," and is more reference to Prophets than sprit beings.
The same would be true in Acts 7:53
o The message was steadfast. Literally, "came into being" unalterable. A study of the 8
occurrences of bebaios is encouraging and reminds us of the sure / firm / valid nature of
the Prophets (and all God's Word).
o The word bebaios (unalterable, v. 2) is from the root basis (a footing, base). The English
word transgression is the word parabasis, which is "along-side a footing," thus "out of
step."
o Disobedience is from parakouo. We get "acoustics" from akouo, "to hear." parakouo is
"along-side hearing," thus "failing to hear" or "hearing incorrectly." By extension, this is
disobedience. It is interesting that the responsibility to hear is on the listener, and to fail
to hear results in disobedience, thus we should "give earnest heed" as in v. 1.
o Those who fail to pay attention, thus drift and transgress, will receive a just recompense
of reward. NASB uses the word “penalty,” which is the interpretation, but the actual
word has no inherent negative or positive connotation except in context.

THE GREAT SALVATION | VV. 3-5
•

If those who ignored the prophets did not escape, how shall those who ignore the One who is
greater than the prophets escape?
o One who escapes from punishment is a fugitive. This word is ekpheugo, and fugitive is
born from the Greek pheugo, which is to flee.
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•

What is, “so great a salvation?”
o What salvation is in mind here? The Apostle Paul would insist that the Salvation we now
have "by grace through faith" and "outside the covenants of Israel" was "hidden in God"
until it was revealed unto him. Since the salvation in this verse was "spoken through the
Lord," it cannot therefore be the salvation of the age of grace. Rather, it is the salvation
of the Kingdom, which was often spoken of by the Lord and confirmed by the Apostles.
o “Confirmed” (v. 3) comes from the same Greek root as "steadfast" in v. 2. Literally, "to
put something beyond doubt" (BDAG).
o It is confirmed “unto us by them that heard.” This wording gives a hint of authorship:
the author was not one who heard (not an Apostle), but was in contact with the
Apostles. This is close to the words that Luke uses in Luke 1:1-4.
o Further evidence that the "salvation" is the establishment of the Kingdom is that such
salvation was testified with signs and wonders and gifts of the Spirit. These have all
ceased with the withdrawal of the Kingdom offer from Israel and Israel's subsequent
destruction, warned of in v. 3.
§ The gifts of the Spirit are literally, "distributions of the Holy Spirit." The word
merismos from meros from which we get the English merit.
o “The World to come…” This phrase completely corroborates the position the salvation
of v. 3 is the Kingdom salvation. If that "whereof we speak" is "the world to come," and
such world is not the eternal age, but the age in which the Son puts all things in
subjection, then it must be the coming Messianic Age, or the Kingdom of God.

THE SON WE SEE | VV 6-9
•

•

The Hebrew Testimony of the coming reign of Jesus: Psalm 8:4-6
o None of the "messengers" are given authority over all things in the age to come, only
Christ Jesus Himself.
The current vision of the Son is not the final reality of the Son’s reign. The words of v. 8 describe
the reality that will be, even though we do not see that reality today.
o What we do see today is Jesus, having suffered death, given the glory and honor of the
“name that is above all names,” and thus providing the possibility of salvation for
everyone.
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SESSION 4 | THE SUFFERING MESSIAH | HEBREWS 2:9-15

JESUS: CROWNED IN GLORY | V. 9
Verse 9 is a complicated sentence structure, and confusing in many translations.
The heart of the sentence is “We see Jesus, having been crowned in glory and honor.” If you read the
sentence, “We see Jesus, made a little lower than the angels,” you will miss the grammatical structure of
the sentence, and thus miss its main point.
The reason that Jesus was "crowned with glory and honor" was "so that He might taste death for
everyone."
o The crown of Jesus is part of the Godhead, and is a requirement for Him to taste death for
“everyone.”
o Had he not been crowned in glory and honor, He would only be able to taste death for Himself.
We also see Jesus, "a little while lower" at the time of his suffering of death. Note that KJV has the better
punctuation, better conveying the key ideas of the Greek by putting the “lower than the angels” phrase in
an almost parenthetical statement.
His taste (used metaphorically of "experience") of death was "for everyone."
o This truth was consistently conveyed even before the Gospel of grace preached by Paul. Hebrew
Scripture is consistent in showing the Hebrew Messiah would suffer and die for everyone.
o See Psalm 22, for example, which begins with the suffering of the Messiah and concludes with all
the nations being blessed.

THE EXPLANATION OF THE MESSIAH’S SUFFERING | V. 10
Verse 10 is a complicated sentence should be carefully and grammatically analyzed. Consider this analysis:
o Subject: the suffering of "Him," that is "of whom is all and through whom is all," thus Christ.
Parenthetical comment on Christ: "having led many sons to glory"
o Verb: "It is fitting."
o Direct Object: "to perfect," that is, to bring to completion
Modifier of the Direct Object: "through suffering"
o Indirect object: "the author of their salvation"
Thus consider this translation: It is fitting for Christ to complete thru sufferings the Author of their
salvation. This is fitting because Christ is the one of whom is all and through whom is all, and He has
already led many sons to glory.
With this it is seen that Christ cannot be made "more perfect" (this would go against Hebrews 1:2-4), but
He can complete the work which has already begun. Since He has already led so many sons to glory
(consider the Exodus), it is fitting that He who is crowned in glory should suffer in order to bring the
nations to glory.
Literally, "Having led many sons into glory," is likely reference to the great works of God among the
Hebrew nation in times prior to the crucifixion of the Messiah.
The Author of Israel's salvation is Jesus Christ. He cannot be "perfected" in the modern sense of the term.
However, His work must be completed. The Greek is from telos, which is "the ultimate goal." So, "it was
fitting for the One who brought many sons to glory to complete His work as the Author of their faith to
bring it to completion through suffering."
This completes the thought given in v. 8, "we do not yet see all things subjected to Him," thus we see him
"crowned with glory and honor so that...He might taste death," which is "becoming" of Him because it
"perfects" the author of Israel's salvation.
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THE SANCTIFYING SERVANT WHO IS THE BROTHER | V. 11-13
Christ sanctifies (literally, "makes holy) Israel through His sufferings, but the Holy One is not ashamed to
call the ones being made holy, "brothers," because they are all from One.
Father is supplied by the translators but true to the context.
This statement is so amazing that the author brings three Old Testament proofs to show that they are of
one Father.
o V. 12 – from Psalm 22:22
Note: “Church” in KJV should be “assembly” or “congregation.
o V. 13 – Isaiah 8:17-18
From Isaiah 18:17, this verse is necessarily Messianic and describes the waiting Christ
does at the right hand of the Father.

THE FLESH-AND-BLOOD MESSIAH | VV. 14-15
In context, the children are the Hebrew children of whom are referred in v. 13. The writer is working to
lead Israel to "mourn Him who they pierced."
The word "likewise" (v. 14) is precise in Greek, and likewise does not convey its precision.
o The word literally means "nearly."
o According to Zodhiates, "in like manner though not altogether the same as."
o Therefore, He Himself shares in flesh and blood, though not altogether the same as "the
children."
o This is a testimony of the virgin birth. He partook, literally, "with having" the flesh completely,
but the manner of arriving at "flesh and blood" was different. Thus Christ is 100% flesh and
blood, but came into it through different means.
The incarnation becomes a vital part of Christian doctrine. Note that He partook of flesh and blood "in
order that...." Had He not taken on flesh, He could not have completed (perfected) the Messianic work.
"Render powerless" is katargon, which is to totally remove all "ergon" or energizing work." He will do this
to "the one having the strength of death" which is "the devil."
o The "power" that the devil holds is kratos. The "-crat" words of the English language come from
this word, as in democrat, aristocrat, theocrat, etc.
o It means "dominion" more than power. According to 1 Cor 15:26, the katargon is not removed
completely until the end of the millennium.
While one effect of his death was toward the devil (rendering him powerless), the second effect was
toward those in the devil's domain. If we are free of the fear of death, we are free to live, thus no longer
subject to slavery.
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SESSION 5 | THE SUFFERING MESSIAH | HEBREWS 2:9-15

JESUS: CROWNED IN GLORY | V. 9
•
•

•
•

Verse 9 is a complicated sentence structure, and confusing in many translations.
The heart of the sentence is “We see Jesus, having been crowned in glory and honor.” If you read the
sentence, “We see Jesus, made a little lower than the angels,” you will miss the grammatical structure of the
sentence, and thus miss its main point.
The Hebrew nation was ONLY seeing Him “a little lower,” and was missing the point of His being made lower.
Jesus, whom the Jews see “a little lower,” has now been “crowned with glory and honor.” He has been
crowned for the suffering and death that He experienced.
o

The word for is διὰ [dia], which is through, as in diameter.

o

In English, dia words mean “thoroughly,” and emphasize the root to which it is attached.
§

•

•

Diagram is from graphein – to write

§ Diabetes and Diabolic are both from ballo – to throw (as in ballistics)
§ Diagonal is from gonia – an angle. (The word knee comes from goNIa)
o Don’t miss the through aspect of Jesus’ glory and honor. This is why Christians “celebrate” the death
of Jesus while other notable deaths are only commemorated.
We also see Jesus who was made a little lower.
o Young’s Literal Translation: “and him who was made some little less than messengers we see—
Jesus—because of the suffering of the death, with glory and honour having been crowned, that by the
grace of God for every one he might taste of death.” (Hebrews 2:9, YLT)
o KJV left out a small pronoun in their translation. YLT translated as some. NASB translated as while.
His taste (used metaphorically of "experience") of death was for every man.
o This truth was consistently conveyed even before the Gospel of grace preached by Paul. Hebrew
Scripture is consistent in showing the Hebrew Messiah would suffer and die for everyone.
o See Psalm 22, for example, which begins with the suffering of the Messiah and concludes with all the
nations being blessed.

THE EXPLANATION OF THE MESSIAH’S SUFFERING | V. 10
•

•

•

Verse 10 is a complicated sentence should be carefully and grammatically analyzed. Consider this analysis:
o Subject: the suffering of "Him," that is for whom are all things and by whom are all things thus
Christ.
§ Parenthetical comment on Christ: bringing many sons to glory
o Verb: "It is fitting."
o Direct Object: to perfect, that is, to bring to completion
§ Modifier of the Direct Object: through sufferings
o Indirect object: the captain of their salvation
Thus consider this translation: It is fitting for Christ to complete thru sufferings the Author of their salvation.
This is fitting because Christ is the one of whom is all and through whom is all, and He has already led many
sons to glory.
Can Christ be made "more perfect?”
o This would go against Hebrews 1:2-4.
o But He can complete the work which has already begun!
o Since He has already led so many sons to glory (consider the Exodus), it is fitting that He who is
crowned in glory should suffer in order to bring the nations to glory.
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Literally, "Having led many sons into glory," is likely reference to the great works of God among the
Hebrew nation in times prior to the crucifixion of the Messiah.
The Author of Israel's salvation is Jesus Christ. He cannot be "perfected" in the modern sense of the term.
However, His work must be completed.
o The Greek is from telos, which is "the ultimate goal."
o So, "it was fitting for the One who brought many sons to glory to complete His work as the Captain of
their faith to bring it to completion through suffering."
This completes the thought given in v. 8, "we do not yet see all things subjected to Him," thus we see him
"crowned with glory and honor so that...He might taste death," which is "becoming" of Him because it
"perfects" the author of Israel's salvation.
o

•

•

THE SANCTIFYING SERVANT WHO IS THE BROTHER | V. 11-13
•
•

Christ sanctifies (literally, "makes holy) Israel through His sufferings, but the Holy One is not ashamed to call
the ones being made holy, "brothers," because they are all from One.
Verses 12-13 are given to prove that he that sanctifieth and they who are sanctified are all one. This
statement is so amazing that the author brings three Old Testament proofs to show that they are of one
Father.
o V. 12 – from Psalm 22:22
§ Note: “Church” in KJV should be “assembly” or “congregation.
o V. 13 – Isaiah 8:17-18
§ From Isaiah 18:17, this verse is necessarily Messianic and describes the waiting Christ does at
the right hand of the Father.

THE FLESH-AND-BLOOD MESSIAH | VV. 14-15
•
•

•
•

•

In context, the children are the Hebrew children of whom are referred in v. 13. The writer is working to lead
Israel to "mourn Him who they pierced."
In the phrase he also himself likewise we have some very strong grammar.
o “He himself” emphasizes the personal nature of the work, and Christ’s decision to be involved.
o The word "likewise" (v. 14) is precise in Greek, and likewise does not convey its precision.
§ The Greek παραπλησίως [paraplasis] is para (alongside) and plesion (neighbor).
§ The word literally means "nearly,” –very close, or “next door neighbors. It is only used here
in the New Testament.
§ According to Zodhiates, "in like manner though not altogether the same as."
§ Therefore, He Himself shares in flesh and blood, though not altogether the same as "the
children."
§ This is a testimony of the virgin birth. He partook, literally, "with having" the flesh
completely, but the manner of arriving at "flesh and blood" was different. Thus Christ is
100% flesh and blood, but came into it through different means.
The incarnation becomes a vital part of Christian doctrine. Note that He partook of flesh and blood "in order
that...." Had He not taken on flesh, He could not have completed (perfected) the Messianic work.
Destroy is katargon, which is to totally remove all "ergon" or energizing work." He will do this to him that hath
the power of death, which is "the devil."
o The "power" that the devil holds is kratos. The "-crat" words of the English language come from this
word, as in democrat, aristocrat, theocrat, etc.
o It means "dominion" more than power. According to 1 Cor 15:26, the katargon is not removed
completely until the end of the millennium.
While one effect of his death was toward the devil, the second effect was toward those in the devil's domain.
If we are free of the fear of death, we are free to live, thus no longer subject to slavery.
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SESSION 6 | SHALL ISRAEL ENTER IN? | HEBREWS 2:14-3:14
OVERCOMING DEATH THROUGH THE DEATH OF THE MESSIAH | HEBREWS 2:14-18
•
•
•

•

1

Jesus took on flesh and blood nearly (not likewise) as we did. The Greek precisely conveys that he partook of flesh
and blood but His incarnation was not like that of man. This is a testimony of the virgin birth.
His purpose in doing so was to remove all the strength of the devil, and thus conquer death.
The help of the Messiah (v. 16)
o He took not is, more literally, "He (or it) did not take hold of."
§ NASB incorrectly translates as "He does not give help to.” The word for help is found in v. 18
(“to come to the aid”) but not in v. 16.
§ The Greek word is used 19 times in the New Testament, and only here does NASB translate in
a sense of giving help.
o Since it is in the 3rd person singular it is either "he takes hold of" or "it takes hold of." To determine which
it is, one must look to context.
§ The "fear of death" is the best possibility for "it takes hold."
§ Christ is the most likely for "he takes hold." However, the devil is also a possibility.
§ Young’s Literal Translation of vv. 15-16: “and might deliver those, whoever, with fear of death,
throughout all their life, were subjects of bondage, for, doubtless, of messengers it doth not lay
hold, but of seed of Abraham it layeth hold, 1
o Thus, the options are:
§ The fear of death does not take hold of messengers, but does take hold of the seed of Abraham.
• This is the sense of Young’s Literal.
• If messengers are angelic beings, it makes sense.
• If messengers are prophets, it makes sense in light of Hebrews 11:32-38
§ Christ does not take hold of messengers, but does take hold of the seed of Abraham.
• This only makes sense if messengers are angelic beings.
• This is the sense of the King James Version.
§ The devil does not take hold of messengers, but does take hold of the seed of Abraham.
• This makes more sense for prophets than for angelic beings, since 1/3 of the angels went
with the Devil, yet the prophets, in comparison with Israel, held firm in faith.
§ There is also the possibility that "Seed of Abraham" is Christ, and the verse would then say that
the Devil doesn't take hold of the messengers, but does take hold of Christ (in warfare, since take
hold does not necessitate victory).
o My personal preference: the fear of death (as in Young’s), but both Young’s translation and the KJV
translation are accurate theologically.
Verse 17 should begin with “wherefore” not “therefore” (as in NASB). It is a word describing the location, not the
foundation of the action. The location of this action is “in flesh and blood” (v. 14).
o To make reconciliation is the concept of Propitiation. In contrast to the Old Testament sacrificial
atonement system, propitiation is a complete payment, once for all.

Young, Robert. Young’s Literal Translation. Bellingham, WA: Logos Bible Software, 1997. Print.
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•

Verse 18: In the flesh, the Lord was "tested" in that which He suffered. He therefore is able to come to the aid of
others who are tested / tempted.

THE PROPER STUDY OF JESUS | HEBREWS 3:1-6A
•

•

•

•

•

The holy brethren are Jewish believers. These believers are "partakers," literally "sharers" or "companions" (as in
Heb 1:9).
o I maintain that hagios is always used in the New Testament as reference to the Jewish believers of the
Messiah.
o In this case, they are Christians (Hebrews being written after the revelation of the mystery and the
proclamation of Paul's Gospel) but they also have the distinction of living in national Israel and being of the
stock of Abraham, thus they have a part in both the calling of the church and the calling of Israel.
Of this calling, note that
o It is irrevocable (Rom 11:29)
o It is to be contemplated (1 Cor 1:26)
o It is to Jew and Gentile (1 Cor 7:18-20)
o It demands a pure life (Eph 4:1, 2 Thes 1:11)
o It has rewards (Phil 3:14)
o The call was to be diligently guarded ( 2 Pet 1:10)
The job of these holy brethren is to consider Jesus. (v. 1)
o The word katanoeo is on the root neos (to think), with the prefix kata. This prefix means "take the
following word to its ultimate degree."
o If one is going to have a Biblical understanding of Jesus, it is going to take thinking, studying, and
reasoning. The Jesus of your feelings is likely a false Jesus.
o The KJV uses the term “Christ Jesus,” and emphasis on the Messianic role of Jesus.
Jesus had a two-fold role in the profession of the Jewish saints: the One Sent (apostle) and the High Priest.
o Moses will be presented as the type of Christ (v. 2), yet a type which was broken because Moses insisted
on Aaron's help. However, Aaron was never considered "High Priest" until after the deliverance of the
Hebrew nation. Even so, Christ was not called our High Priest until after He had become the propitiation of
our sins.
o The High Priestly role in the Hebrew Scriptures was one of maintaining fellowship between God and
people, not enabling fellowship. The Priesthood did not come about until after the Passover and the
Covenant sacrifices had been given. In the same way, Christ became propitiation, and then began a
priestly role.
The illustration of Moses:
o The text does not clearly state which house Moses was faithful in. In all God's house (as NASB implies with
the capitalization) or in all of Moses' own house (as is possible with KJV)?
§
If faithful in his own house, is this the House of Israel or the family of Moses?
• Was Moses faithful to his family in spite of the amazing change of life that came when he
moved from Egypt? (Consider the disdain that Aaron and Miriam had toward Moses in
Numbers 12:1 for evidence).
• Was Moses faithful to Israel in spite of her disobedience? (Consider Exodus 32:32).
• Either picture could be used to display faithfulness.
§ In making comparison with Moses, the writer ensures that the reader cannot construe an equality
between Christ and Moses (v. 2).
o The faithful servant hood of Moses (v 5) was a testimony to something that would only later be spoken,
namely, Christ.
§ That is, Moses (in his faithfulness) was a type and Christ the antitype.
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Once again, the house of Moses is not clearly defined, but the point of the sentence is in his
faithfulness, so nothing is lost.
§ Note that the fact that Moses was a servant in the house does not eliminate his own family house
as a possibility, because this is not doulos but therapon, which "approaches more closely the
position of oikonomos (manager)" [Zodiahtes] than doulos (slave).
The comparison is of Moses as therapon of his house, but Christ as uios (Son) of his house (v. 6). The Son
inherits the house, the attendant does not.
§

o

THE NECESSARY JEWISH RESPONSE TO JESUS | HEBREWS 3:6B-11
•

•

•

Whose house we are (v. 6b)
o If one takes a standard Christian interpretation of this verse is "we, the church."
§ If “we” is the church, the Moses was a servant of the church. This is an unacceptable doctrine for
anyone who rejects replacement theology in which the church becomes the new Israel.
o However, using a more faithful interpretation, "whose house we are" does not refer to the church, but to
the Hebrews, thus either "house" of Moses still fits the grammar and theological structure, since Israel is
both the house of the Messiah (in potential) and of Moses, with Moses being the attendant and Christ
being the Son.
“if we hold fast” (v. 6)
o An "if" conjunction with a subjunctive verb is a true "if/then" statement, not a declaration of actuality, but
a contingency. That is, this “if” cannot be taken as a certainlty.
o Two things were to be held unto.
§ The parresia, a freedom to speak, thus, by extension, a confidence.
§ The kauchema, a boasting --not any boasting (compare 1 Cor 5:6), but a boasting in "our hope
firm until the end."
o If this is a message to the Christian concerning his or her personal faith, then "once saved always saved"
cannot be true (or some creative interpretation must be given, one that ignores the plain sense of words).
o These words clearly say, “we are His house if we are faithful, otherwise we are not his house.”
§ If this is a message to Israel, it says to them, "We will be the house of the Messiah if we have
a freely spoken confidence and boast in our "until the end" kind of hope."
§ That is, if we will confess Jesus as our Messiah, then His House will be established, and thus
we will be established. (See Matthew 23:39).
§
Note: if this interpretation is correct, we would expect an instruction to call upon Jesus as
Messiah to follow.

The quote from Psalm 95:7-11 (vv. 7b-11) is a call to do what was called for in the contingency of v. 6, namely to
speak confidently and boast, and if this is done, there is a promised rest. Read Psalm 95:1-11 in light of the
confidence and boasting instructed in v. 6.
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THE PROPER STUDY OF JESUS | HEBREWS 3:1-6A
•

•

•

The holy brethren are Jewish believers. The job of these holy brethren is to consider Jesus. (v. 1)
o The word katanoeo is on the root neos (to think), with the prefix kata. This prefix means "take the
following word to its ultimate degree."
o If one is going to have a Biblical understanding of Jesus, it is going to take thinking, studying, and
reasoning. The Jesus of your feelings is likely a false Jesus.
Jesus had a two-fold role in the profession of the Jewish saints: The One Sent (apostle) and the High Priest.
o Moses will be presented as the type of Christ (v. 2), yet a type which was broken because Moses insisted
on Aaron's help. However, Aaron was never considered "High Priest" until after the deliverance of the
Hebrew nation. Even so, Christ was not called our High Priest until after He had become the propitiation of
our sins.
o The High Priestly role in the Hebrew Scriptures was one of maintaining fellowship between God and
people, not enabling fellowship. The Priesthood did not come about until after the Passover and the
Covenant sacrifices had been given. In the same way, Christ became propitiation, and then began a
priestly role.
The illustration of Moses:
o The text does not clearly state which house Moses was faithful in. In all God's house (as NASB implies with
the capitalization) or in all of Moses' own house (as is possible with KJV)?
§
If faithful in his own house, is this the House of Israel or the family of Moses?
• Was Moses faithful to his family in spite of the amazing change of life that came when he
moved from Egypt? (Consider the disdain that Aaron and Miriam had toward Moses in
Numbers 12:1 for evidence).
• Was Moses faithful to Israel in spite of her disobedience? (Consider Exodus 32:32).
• Either picture could be used to display faithfulness.
§ In making comparison with Moses, the writer ensures that the reader cannot construe an equality
between Christ and Moses (v. 2).
o Verses 3-5: The faithful servant hood of Moses was a testimony to something that would only later be
spoken, namely, Christ.
§ That is, Moses (in his faithfulness) was a type and Christ the antitype.
§ Once again, the house of Moses is not clearly defined, but the point of the sentence is in his
faithfulness, so nothing is lost.
§ Note that the fact that Moses was a servant in the house does not eliminate his own family house
as a possibility, because this is not doulos but therapon, which "approaches more closely the
position of oikonomos (manager)" [Zodiahtes] than doulos (slave).
o The comparison is of Moses as therapon of his house, but Christ as uios (Son) of his house (v. 6). The Son
inherits the house, the attendant does not.

THE NECESSARY JEWISH RESPONSE TO JESUS | HEBREWS 3:6B-11
•

Whose house we are (v. 6b)
o If one takes a standard Christian interpretation of this verse is "we, the church."
§ If “we” is the church, the Moses was a servant of the church. This is an unacceptable doctrine for
anyone who rejects replacement theology in which the church becomes the new Israel.
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However, using a more faithful interpretation, "whose house we are" does not refer to the church, but to
the Hebrews, thus either "house" of Moses still fits the grammar and theological structure, since Israel is
both the house of the Messiah (in potential) and of Moses, with Moses being the attendant and Christ
being the Son.
“if we hold fast” (v. 6)
o An "if" conjunction with a subjunctive verb is a true "if/then" statement, not a declaration of actuality, but
a contingency. That is, this “if” cannot be taken as a certainty
o Two things were to be held unto.
§ The parresia, a freedom to speak, thus, by extension, a confidence.
§ The kauchema, a boasting --not any boasting (compare 1 Cor 5:6), but a boasting in "our hope
firm until the end."
o If this is a message to the Christian concerning his or her personal faith, then "once saved always saved"
cannot be true (or some creative interpretation must be given, one that ignores the plain sense of words).
§ This passage is notoriously taken to be a threat to “real” salvation.
o These words clearly say, “we are His house if we are faithful, otherwise we are not his house.”
§ If this is a message to Israel, it says to them, "We will be the house of the Messiah if we have
a freely spoken confidence and boast in our "until the end" kind of hope."
§ That is, if we will confess Jesus as our Messiah, then His House will be established, and thus
we will be established. (See Matthew 23:39).
§
Note: if this interpretation is correct, we would expect an instruction to call upon Jesus as
Messiah to follow.
The quote from Psalm 95:7-11 (vv. 7b-11) is a call to do what was called for in the contingency of v. 6, namely to
speak confidently and boast, and if this is done, there is a promised rest. Read Psalm 95:1-11 in light of the
confidence and boasting instructed in v. 6.
o

•

•

THE PERIL OF ISRAEL’S UNBELIEF | HEBREWS 3:12-19
•

•

•

•

Verse 12:
o Take heed is a command to the Jewish nation.
o Departing from the living God (KJV) This is part of the last warning to the Hebrews not to walk away from the
promise of the Kingdom. Literally it is "to stand off from God." This is a willful act, not an accidental occurrence. A
search of the 14 times this word is used in the New Testament will display the willfulness of this word. (Note that
NASB uses, “fall away,” which does not convey the willful nature of this word.
Verse 13:
o Exhort is from the word παρακαλέω [parakaleo]. The Holy Spirit is called the Paraclete. This word is often taught
as “comfort,” but better implies imploring, beseeching, urging, appealing and even begging.
o The deceitfulness of sins: People of any dispensation can be hardened by the deceitfulness of sin. If sin wasn't
deceitful, it would lose its power. We need a group of people around us who will be faithful to encourage us (in
any form) so that we are not deceived.
Verse 14:
o Partakers of Christ: Not the distinction between v. 1 ("partakers of a heavenly calling") and v. 14 ("partakers of
Christ.") Verse 1 is secure, v. 14 is potential. To the Hebrew nation, speaking through the believing Jews, the writer
is begging that the nation become partakers of Christ (the Messiah).
o If we hold…unto the end: This is clearly a requirement, outside of grace, and outside of assurance, for the Jewish
nation. It required works (hold fast), it is not a free gift. Those who confuse the book of Hebrews to be a book
about Grace-age salvation will have to spin a tale in their commentary of this verse.
Verses 15-19: quoting from Psalm 95 in v. 15, the writer then gives an example (vv. 16-18) that shows that God does
not have to bring the current generation of Israel into it’s “Promised Land” any more than the previous generation. The
key factor in both generations is unbelief.
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THE PERIL OF ISRAEL’S UNBELIEF | HEBREWS 3:12-19
•

•

•

•

Verse 12:
o Take heed is a command to the Jewish nation.
o Departing from the living God (KJV) This is part of the last warning to the Hebrews not to walk away from the
promise of the Kingdom. Literally it is "to stand off from God." This is a willful act, not an accidental occurrence. A
search of the 14 times this word is used in the New Testament will display the willfulness of this word. (Note that
NASB uses, “fall away,” which does not convey the willful nature of this word.
Verse 13:
o Exhort is from the word παρακαλέω [parakaleo]. The Holy Spirit is called the Paraclete. This word is often taught
as “comfort,” but better implies imploring, beseeching, urging, appealing and even begging.
o The deceitfulness of sins: People of any dispensation can be hardened by the deceitfulness of sin. If sin wasn't
deceitful, it would lose its power. We need a group of people around us who will be faithful to encourage us (in
any form) so that we are not deceived.
Verse 14:
o Partakers of Christ: Not the distinction between v. 1 ("partakers of a heavenly calling") and v. 14 ("partakers of
Christ.") Verse 1 is secure, v. 14 is potential. To the Hebrew nation, speaking through the believing Jews, the writer
is begging that the nation become partakers of Christ (the Messiah).
o If we hold…unto the end: This is clearly a requirement, outside of grace, and outside of assurance, for the Jewish
nation. It required works (hold fast), it is not a free gift. Those who confuse the book of Hebrews to be a book
about Grace-age salvation will have to spin a tale in their commentary of this verse.
§ Matthew Henry: "Let us beware of trusting to outward privileges or professions, and pray to be numbered
with the true believers who enter heaven"
§ John Wesley: “For we are made partakers of Christ — And we shall still partake of him and all his benefits,
if we hold fast our faith unto the end. If - But not else; and a supposition made by the Holy Ghost is equal
to the, strongest assertion. Both the sentiment and the manner of expression are the same as Hebrews
3:6.
§ John MacArhtur: 'if we hold fast'-"This is not speaking of how to be saved or remain saved. It means
rather that perseverance in faithfulness is proof of real faith. The person who returns to the rituals of the
Levitical system to contribute to his own salvation proves he was never truly part of God's household,
whereas the one who abides in Christ gives evidence of his genuine membership in that household. The
promise of God will fulfill this holding fast.
Verses 15-19: quoting from Psalm 95 in v. 15, the writer then gives an example (vv. 16-18) that shows that God does
not have to bring the current generation of Israel into it’s “Promised Land” any more than the previous generation. The
key factor in both generations is unbelief.

THE CURRENT PROBLEM OF UNBELIEF | 4:1-3A
•
•

Unbelief and its resulting disobedience ended in some not entering the Promised Land. Therefore, the writer gives
a ‘therefore’
The national need: fear
o Why? Lest any come short of entering the promised rest
o The rest cannot be equated with Salvation or Heaven, which is fully accomplished in the work of Christ.
While we “fall short of the glory of God” (Romans 3:23), we are “justified as a gift by His grace” (Romans
3:24).
o If this is equated with Christian salvation, then It contradicts other passages of Scripture, like 2 Timothy
1:7 and Romans 8:15
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•

The national reason: a promise remains…but not for long
o This is a message to Israel in the last days of her nationhood. It does not carry over to the church.
o The Christian's promise is not "entering His rest" (which has the Promised Land and Kingdom in view), our
"blessed hope" is the rapture.
o Israel was at its final days of opportunity

OBJECTIONS TO MY VIEW

This is for the Christian

The Kingdom was
withdrawn with Paul

There is a problem with works based salvation

Paul redefines the Kingdom or misuses its promises (1
Cor 6:9-10)
Paul’s work doesn’t align with such thinking: Acts
19:3, 20:25, 28:23, 28:31

The writer is “fear-mongering”

•

•

National Israel in Apostolic days had the “good news” preached to them, just as national Israel had the good news
preached to the generation that died in the wilderness.
o Be careful with the word, “gospel” (KJV). Those in the wilderness did not have the Gospel preached to
them, since you cannot preach that which has not yet occurred.
o There is more than one piece of “good news.” The context of this “gospel” is the promised rest, that is, the
Kingdom established on the land of Israel.
Verse 3a is a promise to believing Israel compared to a warning to unbelieving Israel.
o Entrance to the Kingdom was never on works alone. It always had a matter of faith (v. 2) that resulted in
obedience.

THE SABBATH EXAMPLE |4:3B-5
•

•

There should likely be a new sentence with, “Although the works were finished…”
o “Although” is elsewhere translated, “and yet.
o The Sabbath is here presented as an illustration of the completion of God’s work, thus the readiness to
fulfill His promises.
o The word rest: κατάπαυσις katapausis
§ Literally, "completely stopped."
§ This word testifies against Theistic Evolution as well as Inaugurated Eschatology ("already/not
yet"). The rest in all these verses is "completely stopped." His rest will come quickly, suddenly,
and completely, not slowly and bit-by-bit.
The “complete stop” of the work of God displays the nature of the coming Kingdom of God. Nothing will be the
same when it begins!
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MOVING ON | VV. 1-3
What the writer is doing: moving on
o Literally, "having left." A morphological search of this term in its same form (Verb/Aorist/Active/Participle)
will confirm that translators unanimously put this in the past tense except in this instance.
o This is more testimony about what the writer is doing than instruction on what the reader should be doing.
Though such instruction would be valuable, the primary meaning of the words is that the writer is saying,
"Now I'm moving on to deeper subjects." Since this is in the plural, the writer is making an assumption that
the recipients of the letter are with him, “having left.”
o Translation alert:
Literally, it is "the word of the beginning of Christ" which Judaism needed to leave behind, and
which the author was doing.
KJV "the principles of the doctrine of Christ" is a poor translation. Such principles should never be
left behind. The Greek contains no word that could rightly be translated as “principles” (as in
5:12) or “doctrine” (as in 6:2)
NASB, NKJV, HCSB, ESV, and NIV all go with some version of “elementary principles of Christ.” This
also confuses principles in v. 1 with principles in 5:12
TEV says we are to, “leave behind the first lessons of the Christian message.” This makes the same
error as the KJV, since what follows is not at all the first lessons of the Christian message (nor
should the first lessons be left behind).
The Message gets ridiculously artsy, saying, “Let’s leave the preschool finger-painting exercises on
Christ and get on with the grand work of art.”
Where is the writer going?
o Literally, "we should go on to perfection" (or "to full growth").
o This is a passive verb, but translators are making it an active verb [For comparison of other passive
translations of this word, search - lemma:φέρω@VPP].
The word (phero) is "to bring," and in the passive would be "to be carried or taken."
Thus, again, the primary meaning of the words is the author's testimony, "I'm moving on to bigger
subject matter, and I’m hoping I can carry you on the journey."
o A foundation is only laid once. What the text is about to declare has been laid but now the writer is ready
to move on.
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2
What the writer is leaving: Jewishness without the Messiah
o Each of these six things is fully explained in the Hebrew Scriptures (Old Testament).
o There is no need for the writer to further dwell on Judaism. Rather, it is time to move on to the full
completion of these things.
o If these are the "principles of the doctrine of Christ" (KJV), or the foundation for Christianity, it would be a
Christ-less Christianity.
o The writer explains that these six elements of Judaism have been taught enough, but now it is time to go to
maturity, to build on the foundation rather than laying it again.

MISSING OUT | VV. 4-6
The five things of vv. 4-5 are things which Judaism had experienced.
o Have once been enlightened - Judaism had both the revelation of God through the Prophets and through
His Son (Hebrews 1:1)
o Tasted of the heavenly gift - likely a reference to Christ, sent from Heaven to Israel.
o Made partakers of the Holy Spirit - Partaker does not need to mean that they were filled with the Spirit.
Israel was a partaker of the Spirit in that the Spirit came to Jerusalem, a city which became "bewildered,
amazed, and astonished" (Acts 2:6-7, 12) when they saw what was happening.
o Tasted the good word of God - as with the Heavenly gift, this was more than "hearing" to a real experience
of "tasting."
o Tested of the powers of the age to come - the miraculous works of the Gospels and the Pentecostal era
were a display of the powers of the coming age (the Messianic age).
Can these five things be claimed of Christians today?
o On some level 5 of the 6 could be claimed by Christians today. The final one, however, is not something we
have experienced except through reading about it.
o Further, there is nothing here that speaks of justification by faith (nor can it be implied).
o In short, the description is of unsaved Israel, with no other people in the history of man having less excuse
for not coming to Christ for salvation.
Because this is an active verb, it is not by accident or neglect that they are “fallen away.”
o See the active sense of the Word used in the Septuagint in Ezekiel 15:8, 18:24, and 20:27.
o NOTE: KJV adds "If" though this is not a subjunctive. Young's Literal Translations says, "and having fallen
away," which is accurate (assuming one knows that the falling was an active choice).
Summary of vv. 4-6: Israel experienced five blessings which inexcusably bring them to the point of an impossibility
of renewal should they walk away.
o In the Greek, this words “it is impossible” is the beginning of v. 4, vv. 4-6 being one long and grammatically
difficult sentence. KJV has a closer rendering in the word order of the Greek.
o If that generation of Jews (having received the 5 things they experienced) were to walk away from Jesus as
the Christ, they would have no refuge. In the Hebrew context, the City of Refuge was for those who
accidently or inadvertently killed someone. That generation of Jews killed Jesus out of ignorance (Acts
3:17). However, now they have had this ignorance revealed. If they walk away now, they "crucify to
themselves the Son of God” and will have no refuge.

MAYHEM ONCOMING | VV. 7-8
This particular illustration is of the ground and its crop. Israel as the vineyard had received the five blessings (above), yet
the vegetation it had brought forth was "thorns and thistles." At the time of the writing of the epistle, Israel was then
"close to being cursed." When the land is burned, it is the vegetation that is destroyed, not the land itself, which remains
to give another (and more healthy) crop in a future day.
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CONVICTIONAL COMMENTS | HEBREWS 4:11-16
The writer gives three “therefore” comments that both conclude chapter four’s warning and convict the nation to
respond to the Messiah.
THEREFORE…. (VV. 11-13)
•
•
•

Verse 11 is the writer’s prayer for the people of God: Oh that we might be diligent to go into that “completely
stopped” state, so that none of us might fall into the same example of disobedience.
Clearly, the writer and the recipients had NOT entered the rest. To equate the rest as being salvation (or
heaven) creates a works based soteriology that is at odds with Christian theology.
Verses 12 and 13 are an argument for the urging of diligence in v. 11. The people of God should be diligent
because:
o God’s Word will not fail! (v. 12)
§ It is quick, an archaic form meaning “living,” This word zao, is the word for life (having
breath) but is not exclusive to materialistic life. For example, there is "living bread" (John
6:51) and "living water" (Jn 4:10).
§ It is powerful. This is the word from which we get "energy." Energas is translated "powerful"
in KJV, or "effectual" by KJV in 1 Cor 16:9 and Philemon 6.
§ It is piercing. Literally, "to go all the way through, completely."
§ To the dividing asunder. The Greek μερισμός [merismos] is based on meros, a section or a
division, with the suffix ismos. This suffix means “the result of” its root word. Therefore, the
Word results in division of the soul and spirit.
o God’s eyes are not dim (v. 13)
§ Opened unto the eyes is the word τραχηλίζω [trachelizo] (from trachelos) is literally, "to
bend the neck back" as a wrestler would do in a wrestling match to defeat his opponent.

THEREFORE…(VV. 14-15)
•
•

•

•

The writer continues to encourage the nation to receive her Messiah, who is her High Priest, and who has
completed His redemptive task.
The text does not say “let us hold fast our profession” (v. 14)
o KJV italicizes, NASB does not
o It is literally, “The profession” not “our profession”
KJV uses the outdated “profession,” which is accurate as “that which we profess,” but not accurate in the more
modern, “that which is our career.”
o Homologia, to speak the same things.
The nation must confidently hold fast to that which it professes: The Messiah will come and establish the throne of
David, and the people must repent before he will come.

THEREFORE…(V. 16)
•

Based on the character and work of the High Priest, the strength of the Word of God, and the manner in which
God sees everything, therefore the nation must “draw near with confidence…”
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THE WORK OF THE HIGH PRIEST | HEBREWS 5:1-4
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

These verses build upon the exhortation of Hebrews 4:14-16
The High Priest: ἀρχιερεύς [archiereus] is arche (first) and hieros (that which is holy or sacred). Our
English word hierarchy comes from the same term, and was originally only used of the clergy.
The appointment of the High Priest: Ordained is the word καθίστημι [kathistomi] is kata (a prefix which
takes its adjoining word to the ultimate degree) and histomai (to stand). Thus, the word is "the ultimate
stand" before God. The word always implies an "in charge" kind of leadership of one who is assigned,
appointed, or ordained to a particular task on behalf of another.
The work of the High Priest was to offer the gifts and sacrifices. Under Levitical Law, there were both
"offerings" (here "gifts") and "sacrifices." The difference: a sacrifice involved the shedding of blood.
The demeanor of the High Priest: have compassion
o The word μετριοπαθέω [metriopatheo] is to have a "measured feeling," that is, he acts in mercy
because he himself is in need of mercy.
o He does this because he is compased with infirmity (not “beset with weakness” as in NASB). It is
used in Mark 9:42 as "hanged about his neck." Infirmity is asthenia. The Greek sthenos is
strength (from which we get calisthenics), negated by the prefix a. Thus, the High Priest is
"surrounded by lack of strength."
The need of the High Priest: Even though the Priest has made "the ultimate stand before God on behalf
of men," since he is surrounded by weakness he is not immune to an obligation to sacrifice. The
sacrifices are as much for him as for the people.
The Call of the High Priest:
o One must take care not to build a doctrine of the call to ministry on this verse. This is a
discussion of the Old Testament Priesthood, not the New Testament Pastor. The word "call" is
not mysterious, but simply means to be "named," as in Revelation 12:9, a passage which clearly
says a "calling" is not mystical or spiritual, but simply a reality.
o The reality is that no Old Testament Priest sought after the position. Rather, it was a matter of
birth, as in a royal family. The only person who was "called" a Priest by God was the rightful heir
to Aaron's ministry.
o Note that in the dispensation of the church, a man may "desire the office of a bishop," and such
desire is commendable (1 Timothy 3:1-2). There is no requirement for a mystical call from God,
but rather a Christian character and an orderly family. The church is now the one who "calls"
someone as their minister.
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THE WORK OF THE HIGH PRIEST | HEBREWS 5:1-4
•
•

•

•

•

These verses build upon the exhortation of Hebrews 4:14-16
Verse 1: The High Priest: ἀρχιερεύς [archiereus] is arche (first) and hieros (that which is holy or sacred). Our
English word hierarchy comes from the same term, and was originally only used of the clergy.
o The appointment of the High Priest: Ordained is the word καθίστημι [kathistomi] is kata (a prefix
which takes its adjoining word to the ultimate degree) and histomai (to stand). Thus, the word is "the
ultimate stand" before God. The word always implies an "in charge" kind of leadership of one who is
assigned, appointed, or ordained to a particular task on behalf of another.
o The work of the High Priest was to offer the gifts and sacrifices. Under Levitical Law, there were both
"offerings" (here "gifts") and "sacrifices." The difference: a sacrifice involved the shedding of blood.
Verse 2: The demeanor of the High Priest: have compassion
o The word μετριοπαθέω [metriopatheo] is to have a "measured feeling," that is, he acts in mercy
because he himself is in need of mercy.
o He does this because he is compassed with infirmity (not “beset with weakness” as in NASB). It is
used in Mark 9:42 as "hanged about his neck." Infirmity is asthenia. The Greek sthenos is strength
(from which we get calisthenics), negated by the prefix a. Thus, the High Priest is "surrounded by lack
of strength."
Verse 3: The need of the High Priest: Even though the Priest has made "the ultimate stand before God on
behalf of men," since he is surrounded by weakness he is not immune to an obligation to sacrifice. The
sacrifices are as much for him as for the people.
Verse 4: The Call of the High Priest:
o One must take care not to build a doctrine of the call to ministry on this verse. This is a discussion of
the Old Testament Priesthood, not the New Testament Pastor. The word "call" is not mysterious, but
simply means to be "named," as in Revelation 12:9, a passage which clearly says a "calling" is not
mystical or spiritual, but simply a reality.
o The reality is that no Old Testament Priest sought after the position. Rather, it was a matter of birth,
as in a royal family. The only person who was "called" a Priest by God was the rightful heir to Aaron's
ministry.
o Note that in the dispensation of the church, a man may "desire the office of a bishop," and such
desire is commendable (1 Timothy 3:1-2). There is no requirement for a mystical call from God, but
rather a Christian character and an orderly family. The church is now the one who "calls" someone as
their minister.

THE WITNESS OF GOD ABOUT THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST | VV. 5-6
•

•
•

Two quotes from One "Person," each quote being spoken by the Father concerning the Son.
o The quotes are secondary, the point being that God the Father has appointed Jesus as Priest, just as
Aaron was also "called" by God.
o If God alone determines the Priesthood (as stated in v. 4), He can remove the priestly role from the
family of Aaron and give it to Christ.
This “speech” of God concerning Christ will be noted again in verse 10.
The quotes, both Messianic, are from Psalm 2:7 and Psalm 110:4
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THE WORK OF CHRIST AS THE PRIEST | VV. 7-10
•

•

•

•

•

Verse 7: His Priestly work of offering.
o First, note that this prayers and supplication is a different set of words than Philippians 4:6. In Philippians
"supplication" is the same word as this verse translates as "prayer."
§ What are the two meanings in Hebrews 5:7?
• Prayers - δέησις (deasis) is a word that emphasizes need.
• Supplication - ἱκετηρία (hiketaia) is a word that emphasizes provision (see the root
word, ικανος (hikanos) which is sometimes translated as “sufficient”). This word is used
only here in the New Testament.
§ Thus Christ offered both the need and the provision to the Father. No one else could offer the
hiketaia except Christ.
o Be careful with the archaic nature of the KJV in “fear” of v. 7.
§ This is not phobia but eulabeia. Any Greek word with the prefix "eu" is "good." In Hebrews 12:28
KJV translates as "goodly fear." The word eulabeia is literally a "good taking," thus, "exercise of
1
caution in dealing with the transcendent realm. "
§ Thus, Christ offered both the need and the provision to the Father, exercising the caution of His
temporary state of being "for a little while made lower."
Verse 8 - He learned from His obedience:
o Jesus was a Son eternally, He did not "become a Son" in the sense of having a time in which He did not
exist or a time in which He was not a son. As the Son "in the days of His flesh" (v. 7), He learned
obedience.
o To comprehend this, one must remember that one cannot attribute all the characteristics of the Godhead
to each person of the Trinity. God is omnipresent through the Spirit, not through the Son or the Father.
Here, God is omniscient (all-knowing), but not through God the Son. Rather, the Son looks to the Father
for all that He does.
o "Obedience" is hupakon, "to come under hearing." In suffering, Jesus "learned obedience" or "had the
experience of coming fully under the hearing of God the Father.
Verse 9: Being made perfect - The word is literally to "reach the ultimate goal or purpose" or, "to be completed."
See note on Hebrews 2:10. Also note Luke 13:32, John 4:34, 17:4, Acts 20:24, and Phil 3:12.
o He became the author of eternal salvation unto all that obey him:
§ Obey is the same as in v. 8, "to come under His hearing." When Christ accomplished His work of
redemption through the shedding of blood, the Jewish people who "put themselves under His
hearing" found Him to be the source of eternal salvation. In both the days before "the Mystery"
revealed to Paul and after, belief was always the work of God (see John 6:29). Faith has always
been the primary requirement of God. Since Paul, this work is available to both Jew and gentile,
and the subsequent works of the Law are abolished.
o On "source" (NASB) or "author" (KJV) of eternal salvation, note Luke 23:4, 14, 22. and Acts 19:40. The best
translation would be "cause." The point is that salvation is out of the work of Christ alone.
Verse 10 – Called of God: Though KJV uses "called," it is a different word than the "called" in v. 4. God did more
than "name Him," but rather “made a speech" or, literally, "declared in the open market" that Christ was a Priest
after the order of Melchizedek. His speech has already been presented in v. 6, from Psalm 110. The word called is
prosagoreo, or "toward the assembly” (agora-the Town Square or marketplace). Thus, the word is in reference to a
public speech. English derives categorical (an ultimate speech) and allegorical (an "another" (allos) kind of speech)
from the agora-speech (open-market speech).

1

Arndt, William, Frederick W. Danker, and Walter Bauer. A Greek-English lexicon of the New Testament and
other early Christian literature 2000 : 407. Print.
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THE WEAKNESS OF THE HEBREW RECIPIENTS | VV. 11-14
•

•

Verse 11 - The work of Melchizidek is hard to be uttered.
o Literally a "difficult hermeneutic" or "hard to interpret."
§ The Greek is δυσερμήνευτος [dushermaneutos]. The dus prefix brings the idea
of opposition into a word.
§ The English language has carried the dus prefix as dis--, such as disfunction,
disharmony, disarm, disown, etc.
o Note that difficulty of interpretation can be due to a listener who is dull of hearing.
§ Perhaps one of the reasons we understand so little of Melchizidek is because
the author of Hebrews was unable to explain it due to the dullness of hearing of
this audience.
Verses 12-14
o The Hebrew believers ought to be teachers for the time (KJV) not “by this time” (ESV /
NASB). Because of the urgency of the hour, everyone needed to step up to the plate,
become a student and a teacher of the word. A time of crisis is no time to simply sit and
listen.
o The first principles of the oracles of God are the elements of the beginning of God’s
revelation. This concept will come again in 6:1.
o Unskillful in the word – the word unskillful is ἄπειρος [apeiros] – it is the opposite of
peiros, which is to be tested or proven. The one who uses milk only is by extension
unskillful, but more directly he is “unproven” or “untested,” and “not ready for prime
time.
o Strong meat is for those of full age. The word for full age has nothing to do with age. It
is used 19 times in the KJV, and 17 times translated “perfect.” It is from the root τελος
[telos] which is “the end” or “the goal.” It is shameful for anyone of any age to stop with
milk and never pursue the goal.
o Those who go to the goal have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil.
Too many of the epistle’s day (and ours) do not exercise their senses, thus have no
discernment. The senses were being exercised by reason of use, or literally, “through
use.”

MOVING ON | VV. 1-3
•

What the writer is doing: moving on
o Leaving the principles is literally, "having left."
o This is more testimony about what the writer is doing than instruction on what the reader should be
doing. Though such instruction would be valuable, the primary meaning of the words is that the
writer is saying, "Now I'm moving on to deeper subjects." Since this is in the plural, the writer is
making an assumption that the recipients of the letter are with him, “having left.”
o Translation alert: leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ
§ Literally, it is "the word of the beginning of Christ" which Judaism needed to leave behind,
and which the author was doing.
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KJV "the principles of the doctrine of Christ" is a poor translation. Such principles should
never be left behind. The Greek contains no word that could rightly be translated as
“principles” (as in 5:12) or “doctrine” (as in 6:2)
§ NASB, NKJV, HCSB, ESV, and NIV all go with some version of “elementary principles of
Christ.” This also confuses principles in v. 1 with principles in 5:12
§ TEV says we are to, “leave behind the first lessons of the Christian message.” This makes the
same error as the KJV, since what follows is not at all the first lessons of the Christian
message (nor should the first lessons be left behind).
§ The Message gets ridiculously artsy, saying, “Let’s leave the preschool finger-painting
exercises on Christ and get on with the grand work of art.”
Where is the writer going? Let us go unto perfection
o This is a passive verb, but translators are making it an active verb.
§ The word (phero) is "to bring," and in the passive would be "to be carried or taken."
§ Therefore, “let us be carried on to perfection.”
§ Thus, again, the primary meaning of the words is the author's testimony, "I'm moving on to
bigger subject matter, and I’m hoping I can carry you on the journey."
o A foundation is only laid once. What the text is about to declare has been laid but now the writer is
ready to move on.
What the writer is leaving: Jewishness without the Messiah
o The author is about to mention six things that are each fully explained in the Hebrew Scriptures (Old
Testament) (vv. 1-2)
o There is no need for the writer to further dwell on Judaism. Rather, it is time to move on to the full
completion of these things.
o If these six things are the foundation for Christianity, then it is a Christ-less Christianity.
o The six things are: repentance from dead works, faith toward God, doctrine of baptisms (ceremonial
cleansings), doctrine of laying on of hands (ordination), the resurrection from the dead in the last
day, and the doctrine of eternal judgment.
o The writer explains that these six elements of Judaism have been taught enough, but now it is time to
go to maturity, to build on the foundation rather than laying it again.
o The message is that the writer has moved on, and he is hoping the nation will as well.
o Verse 3 - The writer is saying they have already left the elements of Christ in Judaism, and now, if God
permit, they will go on to the full maturity of Judaism as it was designed to ultimately become.
§

•

•

MISSING OUT | VV. 4-6
•

The five things of vv. 4-5 are things which Judaism had experienced.
o Those who were once enlightened - Judaism had both the revelation of God through the Prophets
and through His Son (Hebrews 1:1)
o Tasted of the heavenly gift - likely a reference to Christ, sent from Heaven to Israel.
o Made partakers of the Holy Ghost - Partaker does not need to mean that they were filled with the
Spirit. Israel was a partaker of the Spirit in that the Spirit came to Jerusalem, a city which became
"bewildered, amazed, and astonished" (Acts 2:6-7, 12) when they saw what was happening.
o Tasted the good word of God - as with the Heavenly gift, this was more than "hearing" to a real
experience of "tasting."
o Tested of the powers of the world to come - the miraculous works of the Gospels and the
Pentecostal era were a display of the powers of the coming age (the Messianic age).
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•
•

Can these five things be claimed of Christians today?
o On some level 5 of the 6 could be claimed by Christians today, although not in the manner in which
Israel had experienced them. The final one, however, is not something we have experienced except
through reading about it.
o It is significant that there is nothing here that speaks of justification by faith (nor can it be implied).
o In short, the description is of unsaved Israel, with no other people in the history of man having less
excuse for not coming to Christ for salvation.
If they shall fall away - Because this is an active verb, it is not by accident or neglect that they fall away.
Summary of vv. 4-6: Israel experienced five blessings which inexcusably bring them to the point of an
impossibility of renewal should they walk away.
o In the Greek, this words “it is impossible” is the beginning of v. 4, vv. 4-6 being one long and
grammatically difficult sentence. KJV has a closer rendering in the word order of the Greek than most
modern translations.
o If that generation of Jews (having received the 5 things they experienced) were to walk away from
Jesus as the Christ, they would have no refuge.
o In the Hebrew context, the City of Refuge was for those who accidently or inadvertently killed
someone. That generation of Jews killed Jesus out of ignorance (Acts 3:17). However, now they have
had this ignorance revealed. If they walk away now, they "crucify to themselves the Son of God” and
will have no refuge.

MAYHEM ONCOMING | VV. 7-8
This particular illustration is of the ground and its crop. Israel as the vineyard had received the five blessings
(above), yet the vegetation it had brought forth was "thorns and thistles." At the time of the writing of the epistle,
Israel was then "close to being cursed." When the land is burned, it is the vegetation that is destroyed, not the land
itself, which remains to give another (and more healthy) crop in a future day.
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MOVING ON | VV. 1-3
•

•

•

What the writer is doing: moving on
o Leaving the principles is literally, "having left."
o This is more testimony about what the writer is doing than instruction on what the reader should be
doing. Though such instruction would be valuable, the primary meaning of the words is that the
writer is saying, "Now I'm moving on to deeper subjects." Since this is in the plural, the writer is
making an assumption that the recipients of the letter are with him, “having left.”
o Translation alert: leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ
§ Literally, it is "the beginning of the Christ discourse" which Judaism needed to leave behind,
and which the author was doing.
§ KJV "the principles of the doctrine of Christ" is a poor translation. Such principles should
never be left behind. The Greek contains no word that could rightly be translated as
“principles” (as in 5:12) or “doctrine” (as in 6:2)
§ NASB, NKJV, HCSB, ESV, and NIV all go with some version of “elementary principles of
Christ.” This also confuses principles in v. 1 with principles in 5:12
§ TEV says we are to, “leave behind the first lessons of the Christian message.” This makes the
same error as the KJV, since what follows is not at all the first lessons of the Christian
message (nor should the first lessons be left behind).
§ The Message gets ridiculously artsy, saying, “Let’s leave the preschool finger-painting
exercises on Christ and get on with the grand work of art.”
Where is the writer going? Let us go unto perfection
o This is a passive verb, but translators are making it an active verb.
§ The word (phero) is "to bring," and in the passive would be "to be carried or taken."
§ Therefore, “let us be carried on to perfection.”
§ Thus, again, the primary meaning of the words is the author's testimony, "I'm moving on to
bigger subject matter, and I’m hoping I can carry you on the journey."
o A foundation is only laid once. What the text is about to declare has been laid but now the writer is
ready to move on.
What the writer is leaving: Jewishness without the Messiah
o The author is about to mention six things that are each fully explained in the Hebrew Scriptures (Old
Testament) (vv. 1-2)
o There is no need for the writer to further dwell on Judaism. Rather, it is time to move on to the full
completion of these things.
o If these six things are the foundation for Christianity, then it is a Christ-less Christianity.
o The six things are: repentance from dead works, faith toward God, doctrine of baptisms (ceremonial
cleansings), doctrine of laying on of hands (ordination), the resurrection from the dead in the last
day, and the doctrine of eternal judgment.
o The writer explains that these six elements of Judaism have been taught enough, but now it is time to
go to maturity, to build on the foundation rather than laying it again.
o The message is that the writer has moved on, and he is hoping the nation will as well.
o Verse 3 - The writer is saying they have already left the elements of Christ in Judaism, and now, if God
permit, they will go on to the full maturity of Judaism as it was designed to ultimately become.
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MISSING OUT | VV. 4-6
•

•

•

•
•

These verses are some of the most disconcerting verses in all the Bible for those who are looking for answers
to eternal security.
o If you want to find passages about security, read Paul’s epistles to the gentiles. If you wanted verses
about losing salvation, the Hebrew epistles would be the place to find them.
o The biggest problem of interpretation of these verses is that covenant theology has so infiltrated our
thinking that we never question the assumptions about the topic of these verses. Most
commentators completely ignore the fact that these verses might not be about being saved nor the
loss of salvation.
o Most commentaries and preachers present this passage with only a single item of question: are the
people of vv. 4-5 saved or unsaved? From this determination, they will then answer the question: is
the judgment temporary/earthly or eternal/spiritual. That is, a loss of rewards or a loss of salvation.
o The problem with this is that the passage is not about your salvation experience at all. Rather, it is
about the need for the nation of Israel (the Hebrews) to “leave the beginning of the Christ discourse,”
“not laying again the foundation” of Jewish works, and recognize Jesus Christ as Messiah.
The five things of vv. 4-5 are things which Judaism had experienced.
o Those who were once enlightened - Judaism had both the revelation of God through the Prophets
and through His Son (Hebrews 1:1).
§ The use of the adverb once gives indication of something that had happened in the past.
o Tasted of the heavenly gift - likely a reference to Christ Himself, sent from Heaven to Israel.
o Made partakers of the Holy Ghost - Partaker does not need to mean that they were filled with the
Spirit. Israel was a partaker of the Spirit in that the Spirit came to Jerusalem, a city which became
"bewildered, amazed, and astonished" (Acts 2:6-7, 12) when they saw what was happening.
o Tasted the good word of God - as with the Heavenly gift, this was more than "hearing" to a real
experience of "tasting."
o Tasted of the powers of the world to come - the miraculous works of the Gospels and the
Pentecostal era were a display of the powers of the coming age (the Messianic age).
Can these five things be claimed of Christians today?
o On some level 5 of the 6 could be claimed by Christians today, although not in the manner in which
Israel had experienced them. The final one, however, is not something we have experienced except
through reading about it.
o It is significant that there is nothing here that speaks of justification by faith (nor can it be implied).
o In short, the description is of unsaved Israel, with no other people in the history of man having less
excuse for not coming to Christ for salvation.
If they shall fall away - Because this is an active verb, it is not by accident or neglect that they fall away.
Summary of vv. 4-6: Israel experienced five blessings which inexcusably bring them to the point of an
impossibility of renewal should they walk away.
o If that generation of Jews (having received the 5 things they experienced) were to walk away from
Jesus as the Christ, they would have no refuge.

MAYHEM ONCOMING | VV. 7-8
This particular illustration is of the ground and its crop. Israel as the vineyard had received the five blessings
(above), yet the vegetation it had brought forth was "thorns and thistles." At the time of the writing of the epistle,
Israel was then nigh unto cursing. When the land is burned, it is the vegetation that is destroyed, not the land
itself, which remains to give another (and healthier) crop in a future day.
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BETTER THINGS | V. 9-12
•

•

•

V. 9 - The writer turns to an encouragement toward the recipients of the epistle. Though the nation
may be destroyed, this group will not be forgotten of God, and receive the salvation of the book of
Hebrews whether in this age or at the resurrection of the dead
Vv. 10-12 – The writer praises the recipients of the letter and prays for them.
o Problem: . if the salvation of v. 9 is taken to be salvation in the age of grace, then such
salvation becomes a product of work and labor.
§ Note that this is spoken in the plural, to a group. It is talking about “group
salvation,” which is impossible if the subject is salvation to heaven (and the
opposite would be impossible if the subject is salvation to the Kingdom).
• When the Bible talks about salvation to heaven, it speaks in individual
terms. Compare Mark 13:13, John 3:16-18, Romans 10:13, 1 Cor 3:15
§ Harm in interpretation is done by those who are unable to recognize that there is
more than one gospel and more than one salvation.
• There is only ONE Gospel which saved individuals to heaven.
• This does not mean there is only one “good news” that “saves” a person or
nation from some ill or danger unrelated to heaven and hell.
o Prayer: Their diligence toward the full assurance of hope
§ The word diligence is from the Greek σπευδω [spouden], which is not only an
earnest and diligent zeal, but involves the speed at which something is done. This
fits with the time-pressure element in the purpose of Hebrews, the author longing
for the salvation of Israel before the ultimate withdrawal of Kingdom possibilities in
their age. "While a promise remains" they should be "quickly diligent." See Mark
6:25 and Luke 1:39 for the same word.
§ Literally, "full assurance of THE HOPE."
What is "the hope?"
o Jeremiah 17:13 says the Lord (YHWH) is "the hope of Israel." The context is the coming
Kingdom.
o Zech 9:12 speaks of the "prisoners of the hope," in a Kingdom context.
o Acts 23:6, Paul says He is "on trial for the hope and resurrection of the dead."
o Acts 26:6 speaks of Paul as standing trial for "the hope of the promise made by God to our
fathers" and "the hope of Israel."
o Acts 28:20 Paul says he is chained "for the sake of the hope of Israel." In its context is the
kingdom of God (note v. 23).
o A number of non-Jewish epistles speak of "the hope of...," but it is used outside the context
of "the hope," which is kingdom related (note Gal 5:5, Eph 1:18, Titus 1:2)
o Hebrews 6:18-19 speak of "the hope set before us." The hope of vv. 18-19 must, by context,
be the same as in v. 11. (see note, vv. 18-19).
o Conclusion: "the hope" is the Messianic hope, which is the establishment of the Davidic
Kingdom (see Acts 1:6). Thus, the writer desires a "godspeed toward the full assurance
[reality] of the Kingdom."
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•

Verse 12 - There is no inheritance involved in the promise of salvation in Christ. It has nothing to do
with family lineage nor law (the word "inherit" is kleronomeo, meaning "the one designated by law."
By the law of God, Israel is the inheritor of the promises.

BETTER ASSURANCE | VV. 13-18
•

•

•

•

The nation will inherit "the promises" (v. 12). One of those promises is mentioned in v. 13 (compare
Luke 1:73-74). A second promise was to David, as noted in Acts 2:30.
o God swore about this promise to Abraham. God is referred to as "swearing” a number of
times in the Bible. Hebrews contains more references to this than any other book. For a
study of this issue, look to Luke 1:73, Acts 2:30, Hebrews 3;11, 18; 4:3, 6:13,16, 7:21.
o How did Abraham, “patiently wait?” See Romans 4:17-25, especially v. 20.
o How did Abraham “obtain the promise?”
§ Hebrews 11:39 says that Abraham did not receive the promise –but these are
reference to a different promise.
§ In v. 15, the reference is to offspring, namely, Isaac.
Verse 17 - Literally, "to show the heirs...the unchangeableness of His plan," God did swear.
o As in v. 12, the promise is considered "inheritable,” and thus is not a promise of individual
salvation.
o Rather, the promise of God is the Kingdom to Israel.
o To assure the "inheritors" that such promise would never change, God "interposed" with an
oath (that is, inserted an oath between the promise and the inheritors.)
§ The word confirmed is μεσιτεύω [mesiteuo] – to insert something in the middle as
confirmation.
The two unchangeable things of v. 18 are
o The immutability of his counsel (v. 17).
o The oath which God interposed
Those who have taken refuge are literally, "we who have fled off to hold the hope lying before us
would have strong encouragement."

THE NATURE OF THE HOPE | VV. 19-20
•
•
•

It is certain
It is firm
It enters into the vail
o Enter can best be viewed as “extends into”
o Thus, this hope (to which the Hebrews have fled to hold onto), takes them into the very
presence of God.
o Jesus is the “forerunner” for the Hebrews – having gone into God’s presence (behind the
veil) in advance.
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THE NATURE OF THE HOPE |HEBREWS 6: 19-20
•
•

The hope is the coming Messianic Kingdom.
It is a hope that is certain, firm, and enters into the vail
o Enter can best be viewed as “extends into”
o Thus, this hope (to which the Hebrews have fled to hold onto), takes them into the very
presence of God.
o Jesus is the “forerunner” for the Hebrews – having gone into God’s presence (behind the
veil) in advance.

MELCHIZEDEK THE PRIEST AND THE KING | VV. 1-3
•

•
•

The historical man:
o The Biblical description:
§ He was both a King and a Priest of the most high God (Genesis 14:18, Hebrews 1:1)
• This is the first reference to priesthood in the Bible
• El Elyon – God Most High
§ He is a priest unto perpetuity (v. 3)
• Not that this priestly office goes unto perpetuity, but Melchizidek himself
remains a priest perpetually.
§ He has no mother or father or generations (v. 3)
§ He has no beginning of days nor end of life
§ He was made like the Son of God
o The logical conclusion: Melchizedek is an appearance of Christ in the Old Testament.
§ He brings bread and wine (Genesis 14:18)
§ He blesses “God Most High” (thus he is not God Most High).
§ A literal reading of his description in Hebrews 7 goes beyond what qualifies as a
description of a mere man.
o A double king
§ V. 2 is literally, "First indeed King of Righteousness, but then also King of Salem."
§ It is a strong word of "indeed, but” statement.
§ This describes Jesus perfectly. “First…but then.”
The historical reference: He met Abram upon his return from smiting the Kings, providing Abram a
blessing (Genesis 14:1-19)
Translation issues:
o In v. 2, NASB inserts “a tenth of all the spoils.” This is an unnecessary insertion, and incorrect.
(see note on v. 4).
o New Living Translation: “Then Abraham took a tenth of all he had captured in battle and gave it
to Melchizedek. The name Melchizedek means “king of justice,” and king of Salem means “king of
peace.” There is no record of his father or mother or any of his ancestors—no beginning or end to
his life. He remains a priest forever, resembling the Son of God.” (Hebrews 7:2–3, NLT)

THE GREATNESS OF MELCHIZEDEK| VV. 4-10
•

The writer goes out of his way to point out the greatness of Melchizedek in v. 4: Now, consider!
o Consider is an imperative
o The Greek θεωρέω [theoreo] is the origin of theater, and implies a careful observation.
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•

•

•

•

Melchizedek was given a tenth of the spoils (v. 4)
o spoils is not the best translation of ἀκροθίνιον [akrothinion], which is literally “the first fruits” or
the best of the goods (whatever kind of goods they may be).
§ Akron is “uppermost part” (Hebrews 11:21)
§ Thinion is “the heap”of anything.
o Why is spoils a Biblically incorrect translation? Because Genesis 14 specifies that Abraham took
no spoils, and verse 2 has already said that he have a tenth of everything.
Verse 6 is the completion of verse 4.
o The verse again emphasizes the genealogy of Melchizedek.
o V. 6 literally says, "the one not having genealogy."
§ Both KJV and NASB give him a genealogy, though it is "not counted" or "not traced."
§ The Greek text states that Melchizedek is "not having genealogy." Since he does not
have one, it could not be counted nor traced if someone cared to do so.
Verse 5: the Leviteso They have received the priesthood, presumably in a different manner than Melchizedek.
o They have a command concerning the people, even though they come out the loins of Abraham,
and thus the people are their brothers.
o The command, in the Law, is to take a tenth from the people, that is, from their own brothers.
o In this arrangement, those who are equal are receiving the tithes. They have no rank of
superiority, both having come from Abraham.
o In verse 6, Abraham himself gave a tithe to another, who was not his equal.
Verse 7: the definitive word on Abraham
o Abraham, blessed by Melchizedek, is the lesser of the two.
o The blessing of Melchizedek was “without a single negative word” or “without dispute”
Verses 8-10: the comparison completed
o Here, with the Levites, dying men received tithes
o There, with Melchizedek, one to whom it has been testified that he is living receives them.
§ Notice: he lives is in the present, active, indicative.
§ To say Melchizedek is dead is to deny the Scripture.
o The Levites, because they are descendants of Abraham, are not greater than Abraham, even
though they received tithes. They also, so to speak, paid tithes to Melchizedek.
o The author is working to build the case that the Levitical priesthood is inferior to the priesthood
of Melchizidek.

A HERMENEUTICS REMINDER
•
•
•

Doctrine is not built upon example, but by direct teaching.
For one to build a doctrine of the tithe from this passage has no more merit than a doctrine of an earthly
priesthood that might be built on this passage.
Historical reality is not enough to build a doctrine. Doctrine must be built upon direct instruction to the
church.
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SESSION 16 | HEBREWS 7:11-28
Verses 1-10 explain some of the known history of Melchizedek, who, by necessity of description, is a preincarnate manifestation of Christ.
SOMETHING NEW HAS ARRIVED | VV 11-17
•

•

The argument: The Levitical Priesthood was insufficient to save, another priesthood was needed (v.
11)
o Perfection, or, more literally "achieving its ultimate purpose."
o The author's logic: the Levitical priesthood has severe limitations which do not appear in the
Melchizedekian priesthood. A priest who is also a king, who has no beginning nor end and a
perpetual priesthood is able to bring to completion the work at hand.
The augment: If the priesthood changes, the Law also must change (v. 12-17)
o There cannot be a change in priesthood without a change in Law. (v. 12)
§ When Jesus did Priestly functions on earth, He insisted that the legal Priest also be
used. (Mark 1:44).
§ This is evidence that we are not under the Law. If there is a change in the Priesthood,
there must of necessity be a change in Law.
o Evidence of the need for a change of law:
§ Jesus, being from another tribe, cannot operate under the Law and also operate as
Priest (v. 13)
• What are "these things" that are spoken? (v. 13). They are the things of
Melchizedek. But, this is not a chapter about Melchizedek, it is a chapter
about Christ. This verse is solid evidence that Melchizedek can only be a
Christophany.
• Neither Melchizedek nor Christ are qualified for the Priesthood under the
Law.
§ Jesus having an “indestructible life” must, by necessity, become Priest (vv. 14-17).
• Verse 14:
o What is evident (v. 13)? That a law-change was needed (v. 12).
o The KJV uses a very accurate and precise term, sprang forth to
describe the tribe of Jesus. NASB/NIV use "Descended" (v. 14), which
is not a correct translation, and causes a subtle theological error.
Others (ESV/HCSB) use “belonged to” or “came from,” which is
accurate but misses the precision of the Greek. The word ἀνατέλλω
[anatelloI] is "according to the end" or "to set out for a goal"
(Zodiahtes). It is used of the sun "rising" because the Sun appears in
the morning and sets out for its goal of the western sky. It is always a
"rising" word, never a “descending" word. The subtle theological
error is that "descended" does not require virgin birth. Jesus is one
who "sprang out of Judah" (KJV).
• Verse 15:
o Literally, "more abundantly utterly manifest." The comparative is the
evident (manifest) truth that a law change was necessary.
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The English word "another" does not convey the Greek
differentiation between heteros and allos. See Strong's Greek #5806.
This is not "another in addition to, but "another of a completely
different kind." This word is "qualitatively different."
Verses 16-17:
o Melchizedek (who is the preincarnate Christ) is a "priest forever" (v.
3) because He has an indestructible or eternal life. The word
(akatalouo) does not refer to duration as much as an inability to
unravel.
o

•

SOMETHING BETTER | VV. 18-22
•

•

•

Since the Law must be changed, it has been changed (v. 18)
o The Law is both "holy and good" (Romans 7:12) and "weak and useless" (Heb. 7:18),
depending on your purpose and dispensation. In Heb. 7, it was too weak to impart life, and it
is useless now because it has completed its assigned task as Israel's schoolmaster.
The better hope than the Law is based on an oath (v. 19-21)
o Verse 20: the "bringing in of a better hope" (v. 19) was not without an oath. The sentence
continues in v. 22.
Even more than the better hope, Jesus is the guarantee of a better covenant (v. 22)

THE BETTER SALVATION | VV. 23-28
•
•
•

•

The need for many Priests due to a high death rate (100%!) (v. 23)
The problem overcome in Jesus: “He continues forever.” (v. 24)
o Note the similarities between Jesus and Melchizedek in 7:3.
The conclusion of the matter (v. 25)
o He always lives
o He lives to make intercession for all who will draw near to God through Him.
o The plea for the Hebrew nation was that they come, before it is too late.
The comparison (vv. 26-28)
o Verse 27 is problematic for those holding to the doctrine of Perpetual Sacrifice.
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SESSION 17 | HEBREWS 7:18-8:6
SOMETHING BETTER | HEBREWS 7:18-22
•

•
•

Since the Law must be changed, it has been changed (v. 18). The Law is both "holy and good"
(Romans 7:12) and "weak and useless" (Heb. 7:18), depending on your purpose and dispensation. In
Heb. 7, it was too weak to impart life, and it is useless now because it has completed its assigned task
as Israel's schoolmaster.
The better hope than the Law is based on an oath (v. 19-21)
Jesus is the guarantee of a better covenant, and made the surety by this oath (v. 22).

THE BETTER SALVATION | HEBREWS 7:23-28
•
•
•

•

The need for many Priests due to a high death rate (100%!) (v. 23)
The problem overcome in Jesus: “He continues forever.” (v. 24)
o Note the similarities between Jesus and Melchizedek in 7:3.
The conclusion of the matter (v. 25)
o He saves to the uttermost. The Greek παντελής [pantelas] is a combination of πας [pas] and
τελος [telos] – the “total completion.”
o The only way He saves is by those who come unto God by him. (The plea for the Hebrew
nation was that they come, before it is too late).
o He always lives to make intercession for all who will draw near to God through Him.
The comparison (vv. 26-28)
o Verse 26 - This is out-of-date terminology, using became in the same manner as Hebrews
2:10 and Titus 2:1. The idea of these words is "It was fitting (because it was needed) for us to
have such a high priest."
o Verse 27 is problematic for those holding to the doctrine of Perpetual Sacrifice.
o Verse 28, Compare to v. 20. The insertion in 20 of he was made a priest is shown to be
accurate by this verse.

JESUS THE HIGH PRIEST | HEBREWS 8:1-2
•
•

•

•

•

Verses 1-2 contain the sum or the synopsis of chapter 7
The high priest of chapter 7, not the one of the tribe of Levi, but the perpetual priesthood of the King
of Righteousness and King of Peace, described in 7:26-27, is the new high priest of the Jewish nation.
This is the summary point!
Literally "sat down" (KJV incorrectly makes the active into passive "is set").
o The same word in the same form is found in Hebrews 1:3 and 10:12.
o The reference to Christ sitting at the right hand is from Psalm 110, and referenced only of the
post-ascension Christ. (Mark 16:19, 1 Peter 3:22, Hebrews 1:13, 10:12 and Hebrews 12:2,
Colossians 3:1, Romans 8:34, Acts 2:34, Luke 20:42, Matthew 22:44)
If a priest is standing, then there is sin to be dealt with (compare Hebrews 10:11-12). Jesus is only
seen standing at the right hand of God one time: Acts 7:55-56, where he is rising in judgment against
Israel, and the judgment is only stayed by Stephen's prayer, "Father, forgive them...."
Note: it is not correct to say, "Christ is on His throne." His throne is the Davidic throne, and he is not
yet on it.
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•

Jesus is not like the Levites, but literally, "a servant of the holies and of the true tent which the Lord
pegged, not man."

JESUS: SOMETHING TO OFFER | HEBREWS 8:3
•
•

The high priest was ordained, that is καθίστημι [kathistemi], "given his ultimate stand." It is
interesting that this "stand" word is used in contrast to the sitting of Jesus.
A priest must have something to offer. What does Christ have to offer? See Hebrews 9:12, John 6:51,
Ephesians 5:2.

JESUS: ASCENDED ON PURPOSE | HEBREWS 8:4-5
•

•

Verse 4 is is an important verse of Jewish evangelism and Kingdom theology, often misunderstood
and overlooked.
o Jews are looking (then and now) for an "on earth" Messiah.
§ They have to receive, however, a Messiah who is at the right hand of the Father.
§ The prophecy of the Psalms displays this well (for example, see Psalms 42-48, in
which the Jewish people cry out for the presence of their God).
§ The writer of Hebrews was doing Jewish evangelism, and knew that it would involve
a work of getting the Jewish nation to look up instead of around.
o Kingdom theology is often mistaught because it assumes that Jesus offered the Kingdom to
the nation.
§ The ascension is an important part of Hebrew prophecy, and cannot be overlooked in
the Kingdom offer. (Psalm 110, Dan 7:13-14, Matthew 26:61)
§ When we teach that Jesus offered the Kingdom and the Jews rejected the Kingdom
prior to the crucifixion, we ignore too much Hebrew prophecy.
§ Jesus only became a Priest upon his arrival in heaven, and He could only fulfill all
Messianic prophecy if He could be both king and priest. He is currently prophet and
priest and will someday be king.
The Bible seems to use copy / shadow / figure / type interchangeably to refer to something that
either shadows or foreshadows the real substance.
o It was important that Moses make the Tabernacle exactly according to the detailed pattern
given by God, because it was a copy of something he had never seen.
o Just as the Levitical priest served the copy, so the perpetual Priest (Melchizedek, who is
Christ) serves the real Holy of Holies.

JESUS: MEDIATOR OF A NEW COVENANT | HEBREWS 8:6
•

•
•

These words are strong testimony for dispensational theology. If one does not divide the Levitical
priesthood and Tabernacle from the Eternal Priesthood and Tabernacle, he will make errors of
theology and practice (as the Roman Catholic Church has done with their Priestly system).
More excellent is diaphoros, which is "thoroughly carried" (only "more excellent" by interpretation).
The covenant was established, not "Enacted" as in some translations. The New Covenant has been
established but not yet enacted (which we will confirm in future lessons).
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SESSION 18 | HEBREWS 8:1-12
Verses 1-2 were included in session 17

JESUS THE HIGH PRIEST | HEBREWS 8:1-2
•
•

•

•

•
•

Verses 1-2 contain the sum or the synopsis of chapter 7
The high priest of chapter 7, not the one of the tribe of Levi, but the perpetual priesthood of the King of
Righteousness and King of Peace, described in 7:26-27, is the new high priest of the Jewish nation. This is the
summary point!
Literally "sat down" (KJV incorrectly makes the active into passive "is set").
o The same word in the same form is found in Hebrews 1:3 and 10:12.
o The reference to Christ sitting at the right hand is from Psalm 110, and referenced only of the postascension Christ. (Mark 16:19, 1 Peter 3:22, Hebrews 1:13, 10:12 and Hebrews 12:2, Colossians 3:1,
Romans 8:34, Acts 2:34, Luke 20:42, Matthew 22:44)
If a priest is standing, then there is sin to be dealt with (compare Hebrews 10:11-12). Jesus is only seen standing
at the right hand of God one time: Acts 7:55-56, where he is rising in judgment against Israel, and the judgment
is only stayed by Stephen's prayer, "Father, forgive them...."
Note: it is not correct to say, "Christ is on His throne." His throne is the Davidic throne, and he is not yet on it.
Jesus is not like the Levites, but literally, "a servant of the holies and of the true tent which the Lord pegged,
not man."

JESUS: SOMETHING TO OFFER | HEBREWS 8:3
•
•

The high priest was ordained, that is καθίστημι [kathistemi], "given his ultimate stand." It is interesting that this
"stand" word is used in contrast to the sitting of Jesus.
A priest must have something to offer. What does Christ have to offer? See Hebrews 9:12, John 6:51,
Ephesians 5:2.

JESUS: ASCENDED ON PURPOSE | HEBREWS 8:4-5
•

Verse 4 is is an important verse of Jewish evangelism and Kingdom theology, often misunderstood and
overlooked.
o A translation note: Should not be is more accurately "would not be."
o Jews are looking (then and now) for an "on earth" Messiah.
§ They have to receive, however, a Messiah who is at the right hand of the Father.
§ The prophecy of the Psalms displays this well (for example, see Psalms 42-48, in which the
Jewish people cry out for the presence of their God).
§ The writer of Hebrews was doing Jewish evangelism, and knew that it would involve a work of
getting the Jewish nation to look up instead of around.
o Kingdom theology is often miss taught because it assumes that Jesus offered the Kingdom to the
nation.
§ The ascension is an important part of Hebrew prophecy, and cannot be overlooked in the
Kingdom offer. (Psalm 110, Dan 7:13-14, Matthew 26:61)
§ When we teach that Jesus offered the Kingdom and the Jews rejected the Kingdom prior to
the crucifixion, we ignore too much Hebrew prophecy.
§ Jesus only became a Priest upon his arrival in heaven, and He could only fulfill all Messianic
prophecy if He could be both king and priest. He is currently prophet and priest and will
someday be king.
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The Bible seems to use copy / shadow / figure / type interchangeably to refer to something that either shadows
or foreshadows the real substance.
o It was important that Moses make the Tabernacle exactly according to the detailed pattern given by
God, because it was a copy of something he had never seen.
o Just as the Levitical priest served the copy, so the perpetual Priest (Melchizedek, who is Christ) serves
the real Holy of Holies.

JESUS: MEDIATOR OF A NEW COVENANT | HEBREWS 8:6
•

•
•

These words are strong testimony for dispensational theology. If one does not divide the Levitical priesthood
and Tabernacle from the Eternal Priesthood and Tabernacle, he will make errors of theology and practice (as
the Roman Catholic Church has done with their Priestly system).
More excellent is diaphoros, which is "thoroughly carried" (only "more excellent" by interpretation).
The covenant was established, not "Enacted" as in some translations. The New Covenant has been established
but not yet enacted (which we will confirm in future lessons).

THE NEW COVENANT | HEBREWS 8:7-12
•

•

•

•

Verse 7
o What was the fault of the first covenant? Chiefly, that it could not accomplish its aim of perfection (see
Heb 7:11).
Verse 8
o With them is a poor translation. The pronoun is the direct object of he saith, so "Finding fault (with
the first covenant), he saith to them" would be better (as in Young’s Literal)
o The Greek literally says that the days will come, "when I will complete (or fulfill) a new covenant."
o The recipients: With the house of Israel and the house of Judah - That is, with the 12 tribes. This is not
a covenant with all peoples, nor is it a covenant with the church.
Verse 9
o This is the reason that a new covenant is not like the old: the failure of the fathers proved that the old
covenant was not faultless (see v. 7).
§ Joshua 23:15-16 – the warning
§ Judges 10:13-14 – the result
Verses 10-12
o These verses contain the results of the establishment of the new covenant. Until one sees these
results, the new covenant has not been established.
§ God will be giving His laws into their mind and writing His laws on their heart. Currently, Israel
gets its Laws from Torah scrolls.
§ God will be their God, and Israel shall be His people. Currently they are "not a people" and are
living in rejection to their Messiah.
§ They will not teach one another, "know the Lord" because they will all know Him, "from the
least to the greatest." Currently the Rabbi's teach, and most do not respond. In that day, "All
of Israel will be saved," from the least to the greatest.
§ God will be merciful to their unrighteousness and remember their sin no more. Currently,
they are in a state of "rejection" (Rom 11:15), and are "broken off" (Rom 11:17), and are
under a "partial hardening" (Rom 11:25), and are "enemies of the Gospel" (Rom. 11:28). In
the days following the New Covenant, however, all of these will be remedied.
o None of the four descriptions are fulfilled today. The New Covenant is not in effect today.
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THE EARTHLY SANCTUARY | VV. 1-5
•

•
•

•

•

V. 1, “The first covenant” - Newberry Interlinear has "tabernacle." While the first covenant and first
tabernacle are almost identical in theology, in connection with Chapter 8, covenant is likely the best
reference. Note that ESV, HCSB, and NIV all insert covenant without the use of italics. That kind of
"insertion without notification" is too dangerous for a reputable Bible translation.
V. 2 - The first tabernacle is reference to the first room within the tabernacle.
V. 3 - The Greek word meta means "a change" or "after" and is often translated "with." The idea:
"Now changing (moving toward) the second veil..."
o Note that meta is translated "with” a majority of times in Hebrews.
o This point becomes important with the golden altar mentioned in v. 4, which was directly in
front of, not behind the veil (Ex. 30).
V. 4 - Even using "With (meta) the second veil," the clear implication is that the Golden altar belongs
to the Holy of Holies.
o Is this an inconsistency, since the altar was not within the Holy of Holies?
o Note the precision of the words:
§ In v. 2 it describes the Holy Place, "in which were" the items mentioned.
§ In vv. 3-4, the Holy of Holies is "having" a golden altar."
• The words do not say that the altar was within the Holy of Holies, but that it
belonged to the Holy of Holies.
• This is significant for vv. 8-9.
V. 5 - Presumably, these are all illustrative of the old covenant, and the writer is making a comparison
between old and new. Note: it is not that the author cannot speak, but now is not the time to speak.

THE EARTHLY SERVICE | VV. 6-7
•
•

V. 6 - The word latreia is a word for service, but this service is always in a religious context, thus
"divine service" or "service of worship" or, as in KJV, the service of God. Also used in v. 1.
V. 7 - The Greek word ἀγνόημα [agnoema] is a sin of ignorance (KJV translates error, since the English
word error implies more ignorance than willful action). This is the only kind of sin that was covered
under the Law. See Leviticus 4:2, 13, 22, 27, 5:18, Numbers 15:30, Hebrews 10:26.

THE STANDING AND SIMILE OF THE TABERNACLE | VV. 8-10
•

•

V. 8 - As long as the sacrifices of the Tabernacle had a standing with God, entrance to the Holy place
was forbidden.
o V. 8 – Yet standing is better translated "while the outer tabernacle is having a standing."
§ That is, until the outer tabernacle has been replaced, the people had no access to
God.
§ Surely the tearing of the veil was the end of the standing of the service of sacrifice
before God.
V. 9 –
o The Greek παραβολή [parabole] can be translated “parable.”
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The writer says that the tabernacle system (inclusive of the Tabernacle and the Temple) are
being used, in this context, as a parable or figure.
o In Greek, the words are all in the present tense. The KJV made the words as then present and
then made it past-tense to refer to that time. This is a correct interpretation, but not an
accurate translation. The original makes it clear that, at the time of the writing, the temple
had not been destroyed.
V. 10 – The time of reformation
o That is, until the New Covenant (the Millennium).
o The word διόρθωσις [diorthosis] means "thoroughly straight."
o The time of things being thoroughly strait is the millennium.
o

•

THE APPEARANCE OF CHRIST | VV. 11-14
•

•

•

Christ is the High Priest “of the good things to come.”
o Christ's appearance as "high priest of the good things to come" was not through (by means of)
creation or blood ceremony, but through His own blood He appeared as High Priest.
o These words are perfectly in harmony with Christ as mesitas (middle-man, often translated poorly as
mediator).
o There was the first Covenant, then Christ is the "high priest of good things to come, later the new
Covenant.
o Notice that the good things are yet "to come." We are living in the day of Christ as mesitas, not in the
day of the New Covenant.
Concerning the “If” of verse 13:
o General rule of thumb: if the conditional (if) is attached to a subjunctive verb, it is a true "if/then"
statement of possibility.
o However, if the conditional is attached to an indicative verb, it is a statement of fact, and could be
translated "since."
o Verse 13 is a statement of fact, and is described under the Old Covenant.
Verse 14 is the impassioned message of Hebrews.
o The book is a longing for the Hebrew nation to come to "life under the Middle Man" rather than life
under the old Covenant.
o In this verse (written in the age of grace), the writer says that the works of the old Covenant are "dead
works."
o It is hard to build any kind of case to say that the Hebrew nation was required to live under the Law
when the Scripture calls the works of the Law “dead works.”
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THE STANDING AND SIMILE OF THE TABERNACLE | VV. 8-10
•

•

•

V. 8 - As long as the sacrifices of the Tabernacle had a standing with God, entrance to the Holy place
was forbidden.
o V. 8 – Yet standing is better translated "while the outer tabernacle is having a standing."
§ That is, until the outer tabernacle has been replaced, the people had no access to
God.
§ Surely the tearing of the veil was the end of the standing of the service of sacrifice
before God.
V. 9 –
o The Greek παραβολή [parabole] can be translated “parable.”
o The writer says that the tabernacle system (inclusive of the Tabernacle and the Temple) are
being used, in this context, as a parable or figure.
o In Greek, the words are all in the present tense. The KJV made the words as then present and
then made it past-tense to refer to that time. This is a correct interpretation, but not an
accurate translation. The original makes it clear that, at the time of the writing, the temple
had not been destroyed.
V. 10 – The time of reformation
o That is, until the New Covenant (the Millennium).
o The word διόρθωσις [diorthosis] means "thoroughly straight."
o The time of things being thoroughly strait is the millennium.

THE APPEARANCE OF CHRIST | VV. 11-14
•

•

•

Christ is the High Priest “of the good things to come.”
o Christ's appearance as "high priest of the good things to come" was not through (by means of)
creation or blood ceremony, but through His own blood He appeared as High Priest.
o These words are perfectly in harmony with Christ as mesitas (middle-man, often translated poorly as
mediator).
o There was the first Covenant, then Christ is the "high priest of good things to come, later the new
Covenant.
o Notice that the good things are yet "to come." We are living in the day of Christ as mesitas, not in the
day of the New Covenant.
Concerning the “If” of verse 13:
o General rule of thumb: if the conditional (if) is attached to a subjunctive verb, it is a true "if/then"
statement of possibility.
o However, if the conditional is attached to an indicative verb, it is a statement of fact, and could be
translated "since."
o Verse 13 is a statement of fact, and is described under the Old Covenant.
Verse 14 is the impassioned message of Hebrews.
o The book is a longing for the Hebrew nation to come to "life under the Middle Man" rather than life
under the old Covenant.
o In this verse (written in the age of grace), the writer says that the works of the old Covenant are "dead
works."
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It is hard to build any kind of case to say that the Hebrew nation was required to live under the Law
when the Scripture calls the works of the Law “dead works.”

THE MEDIATION OF CHRIST | V. 15
•
•

•

•

This verse is absolutely fantastic in theology.
Why is Christ the Middle Man between Old and New Covenant?
o So that those who have been promised the eternal inheritance might receive the promised New
Covenant.
o As long as Christ stands as the Middle Man, the New Covenant has not been delivered.
This verse can be understood well by placing its grammatical parts into the order we would speak in the English
language. Doing so would render this: "For this reason He is the mediator of a new covenant: so that a death,
having taken place for the redemption of sins under the first covenant, they who have been called of the
eternal inheritance might receive the promise." That is, Jesus died to redeem the chosen people from the first
covenant, fulfilling that which the first could not do.
A covenant or a testament?
o The KJV translates διαθήκη [diatheke] as either covenant (as in Heb. 8:6, 8, 9, 10; 9:4; 10:16, 29; 12:4;
13:20) or testament (as in Heb. 7:22; 9:15, 16, 17, 20).
§ Covenant is used when the context is a promise or agreement between two parties.
§ Testament is used when the context is the "last will and testament" of Jesus Christ, and
always involves His death. Note especially Heb. 9:16-17.
o The KJV is the only major translation to distinguish between covenant and testament. One of the
benefits of the KJV is its precision. The problem with the KJV view, however, is that it is based on the
assumption that the New Testament is the New Covenant.
o Jerome, in translating the Bible to Latin, began the use of the terms "Old Testament" and "New
Testament."

THE THEOLOGY OF REDEMPTION IN CHRIST | VV. 16-22
•
•
•

•
•

Verse 16 - Here the writer is working to answer the objection that says, "If Jesus was the Messiah, He would not
be dead."
Verse 17 - For this reason, Jerome (who started calling the books of Matthew - Revelation the "New
Testament") was inaccurate, since Jesus doesn't die until the end of the Gospels.
In reality, the "New Testament" could not begin until there is first the death of the One who made the
Testament, thus the Gospels are more appropriately considered under the Old Covenant. The New Covenant is
sealed in Christ's blood, and will be later distributed.
Verses 18-21 describe the establishment of the Covenant in Moses’ day. See Exodus 24 for the historical
description of these events.
Verse 22 contains the summary of the law: almost all things are cleansed with blood, and forgiveness was
always dependent upon the shedding of blood.
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SESSION 21 | HEBREWS 9:16-28
THE THEOLOGY OF REDEMPTION IN CHRIST | V V. 16-22
Verse 16 - Here the writer is working to answer the objection that says, "If Jesus was the Messiah, He would not
be dead."
Verse 17 - For this reason, Jerome (who started calling the books of Matthew - Revelation the "New
Testament") was inaccurate, since Jesus doesn't die until the end of the Gospels.
In reality, the "New Testament" could not begin until there is first the death of the One who made the
Testament, thus the Gospels are more appropriately considered under the Old Covenant. The New Covenant is
sealed in Christ's blood, and will be later di stributed.
Verses 18- describe he es ablishmen of he Co enan in Moses da See E od s
description of these events.

for he his orical

Verse 22 - This verse contains a summary of the Law as it relates to remission (forgiveness).
o The author was clearly an expert in the Jewish Law. It would have been incorrect to say that blood was
always required.
o There were things that were cleansed without blood (cups, for example). Also, Leviticus 5:11, speaks of
a grain offering for the sin of a very poor person.

JESUS CHRIST IS THE ULTIMATE SACRIFICE | VV. 23-28
Verses 24-25 set a contrast between the Levitical Priesthood and that of Jesus.
o They went into a place made with hands, He into heaven itself.
o They appeared in the manifest presence of God, He appeared in the presence of God.
The High Priest entered into the Holy places to appear before the shekinah glory of
God, but now Christ has gone into heaven itself (represented truly by the holy
places) and He is now in the presence of God for us.
The word presence is a ransla ion of
prosopon hich is sed
imes in
the New Testament, and 55 of those times is translated "face." Literally, Jesus has
"gone before the face of God" for us. This is a vast improvement over the shekinah
glory of God.
o They went year after year, He went once-for-all.
o They went with blood not their own, He went with His own blood.
o There is one similari
he bo h en o appear in he presence of God for s in con e
s is he Hebre na ion The Le i ical Pries s ne er en before God for s he gen iles
Verse 26: This sho ld be he end of he ages or f lfillmen of he ages
o The death of Christ brought about an entirely different age, and had potential (with the
acceptance by the Jewish nation) to end all ages.
o Wi h he rejec ion of he Je ish na ion he Kingdom age has been p on hold h s he end
of he ages as also pos poned
Verse
Appoin ed for men o die once
o The word apokeimei is apo (from) and keimei (to be laid down).
o We get the English word cemetery from keimei.
o See Col 1:5 and 2 Tim 4:8.
o Note that the word does not so much give the connotation of a scheduled appointment, but
rather a destiny or reservation.
Christ as the sacrifice offered once (v. 28).
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These verses repudiate the Doctrine of Perpetual Sacrifice held by the Roman Catholic
Church.
This Eucharist / Mass doctrine states that sacrifices must be continual and daily until the end
of time, thus the Priest, en persona Christi, calls down the person of Christ into the bread and
the wine and then sacrifices Christ anew as "a clean oblation," thus continuing the daily
sacrifice of the Law.
Verse 28 could be a reference to the rapture.
The word look co ld be ransla ed eagerl a ai
When Christ appears in rapture, there is no dealing with sin in any way.
When He returns at the Second Coming, He will return in judgment of sin.
The ord i ho is he ord
choris) from which we get chasm. At this
return, there will be a chasm between Christ and sin.
Those who eagerly await Him are already forgiven of all their sin, and those lost in sin
will be left behind.
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SESSION 22 | HEBREWS 10:1-18
THE CRITICAL QUESTIO N OF THE LAW | VV. 1-2
The Law did not, nor does it, provide substance, only shadow. Now that the substance has come, the
shadow should never become the focus or basis of theology or practice.
The word image is eikona (icon, or image). The Law is a shadow, not the very image, and certainly
not the substance.
Grammatically, the heart of verse 1 is "The Law can never perfect those who draw near."
Once perfected (v. 1), the worshipers would not have the imperfection of a consciousness of sins
because, as a perfect being, there would be no sins. The point: the sacrifices did not cleanse nor
perfect the worshipers.
THE CHANGING OF THE WILL OF GOD | VV. 3-9
The "perpetual sacrifice" of the Mass in Roman Catholic theology gives the same reminder, and thus,
by implication, the sacrifice of Christ is also said to have a failure to "perfect."
The blood of bulls and goats could, under the Law, cover (atone) sins but could not "take away" (lit:
cut off) sins. Today, the blood of bulls and goats cannot even cover, because the dispensation
(management) of the Law is over. A sacrifice today, even if the Temple was built, would only be the
death of an animal. So spiritual benefit would be derived.
Verses 5-7 quote Psalm 40:6-8 (from the Septuagint). Psalm 40 is a Messianic Psalm, prophetically
speaking Christ's words. By these words we can confirm that the sacrifices of the Law were written
with Christ in mind.
Verse 9: God takes the first what to establish the second? Since it is neuter, it cannot be the first
sacrifice or offering (v. 5, both feminine), nor can it be the Law (v. 8, masculine). Possibilities include:
A body - v. 5
Burnt offerings - v. 6, 8
God's will - vv. 7, 9
The Law - v. 8
The blood - v. 4
In the context of verse 10, the only viable interpretation is God's will. Verse 10: His first will was
that the blood of bulls and goats would atone for sin, but this is not His current will. The first was
taken away because it could not take away sins (v. 4), and something permanent was needed. In
order for God to establish His second (and current) will, the first necessarily needed to be
removed
THE PERMANENT WORK O F SANCTIFICATION | V V. 10-14
To be sanctified implies that the sin is "taken away." Thus, that which could not be done by sacrifice
(v. 4) is done in the body of Jesus Christ.
It is important to realize that our sanctification is not a slow process that comes through our
obedience (to the Law, or to anything else). We are sanctified because Christ, in His body, took away
our sin. This is illustrated and magnified in vv. 11-14.
Verse 14 (the perfection of those who are sanctified) completes the problem opened in v. 1.
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LIVING BETWEEN THE COVENANTS | VV. 15-17
Because the New Covenant has not yet been established (Christ is waiting, v. 13), there is a need for
an interim solution to sin. The old covenant is not valid and the new covenant has not been
established, thus Christ as the mediator [middle Man] of the two covenants is essential. Anyone
trying to be saved by either the old or the new covenant today will find themselves without hope.
One is gone, the other not yet given.
A NEW DISPENSATION | V. 18
Note: v. 18 really belongs with vv. 19 and following. The NASB break is in the wrong place.
These words are descriptive of the dispensation in which we live. The Hebrew people were being told that
continued sacrifice in the Temple was fruitless. Remember that the book is written to encourage the Jewish
people to recognize Christ as their Messiah. It is their last chance.
Being descriptive of this dispensation, we must ask: what offering for sin is available today? Being none, we
must rely on the "once-for-all" sacrifice of verse 14.
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SESSION 23 | HEBREWS 10:18-25
A NEW DISPENSATION | V. 18
Note: v. 18 really belongs with vv. 19 and following. The NASB break is in the wrong place.
These words express the status of the Law for sin offerings for the present dispensation.
The Hebrew people were being told that continued sacrifice in the Temple was fruitless. Remember that the
book is written to encourage the Jewish people to recognize Christ as their Messiah. It is their last chance.
Being descriptive of this dispensation, we must ask: what offering for sin is available today? Being none, we
must rely on the "once-for-all" sacrifice of verse 14.

THE TWO THINGS HEBREW BELIEVERS HAD | VV . 19-21
Verse 19 –
o Therefore -- It is essential that the therefore is understood in this verse. The word inextricably links
the boldness with the condition expressed in v. 18. If sin had not been remitted, then boldness would
not be in order.
o Boldness - The Greek παρρησία [parasia] is "free flowing" or even, in a cruder manner, "to speak and
not shut up!" The roots are pas (all) and rheo (to flow or to speak - our English word rhetoric comes
from this root). Remember that the author is trying to get the Hebrew people to recognize the new
reality, and to do that the saved Hebrew people need to speak freely and boldly.
o To en er b he blood of Jes s - What a contrast from the age of the Law - no longer by the High
Priest with the blood of animals, but now by the believer with the blood of Christ!
Verse 20 - The previous way was "old" and entrance was only by death of an animal. Now anyone is able to
enter by the living way rather than the dying way.
Verse 21 –
o Having a High Priest - This is the writer's second argument as a foundation for the instruction of v. 22.
The first argument is in v. 19.
o The house of God Though Christians often refer to the church building as "God's House," such terminology is in
error, likely drawn from Catholicism.
All of the references to "the House of God" are a reference to Temple, and since Scripture
interprets Scripture, we must settle for that meaning here.
The church as a body is referred to as the "household of God" in 1 Tim 3:15 and 1 Pet. 4:17,
but that is different than the "house of God."

PASS THE “LET US” PLEASE! | VV. 22-25
Verse 22 –
o Draw near is the first of three "shoulds" contained in vv. 22-24. It is a reference to drawing near the
heavenly "holy of holies" or house of God.
o Hearts sprinkled and bodies washed - These two "having been" statements describe the one who
should draw near.
Ezekiel 36:25 speaks of a coming day when God says of Israel, "I will sprinkle clean water upon
you." The saved Jews of the time of the writing of Hebrews had the premature experience of
this sprinkling, though in a spiritual sense.
The Hebrew had to have their bodies washed in the micvah [Jewish ceremonial bath, which is
the origins of Christian baptism] before entering the Temple. Now the writer speaks of a
spiritual cleansing that doesn't require the micvah. Caution: If you take house of God (v. 21)
to be the church then you end up with a baptismal regeneration issue.
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Verse 23 –
o Let us hold fast is the second of three "shoulds."
o Rather than the profession of our faith, the translation should be "the profession of the hope."
The word λπίς [elpis] is translated "hope" 53 of the 54 times it is used in the Greek New
Testament.
Furthermore, there is no personal pronoun (our), which is misleading.
"The hope" is the promised Messianic reign, as it is in Heb. 3:6, 6:11, 6:18, 7:19.
When "the hope" is seen as the Messianic reign, it is abundantly clear that the Kingdom had
not started as of 65-69AD, when the book was written.
When it is not seen as the Kingdom, it makes such little sense that translators felt urged to go
against linguistics and interpret the word in a manner that fit their theology.
Notice the parenthetical statement about God's promise, which is a reference to the
promised reign of the Messiah.
o Many Bible scholars miss much of the point of the book of Hebrews because they take v. 23 as the
reason for the book, saying that it was an encouragement to Hebrew believers not to go back on their
profession of faith. Taken for "the church, " in such a way, it makes many problems of doctrine.
Verse 24 –
o Consider one ano her is the third of three "shoulds" in vv. 22-24.
The Greek κατανοέω [katanoeo] is to take thought to its farthest position. The prefix kata
always strengthens the word to the greatest degree possible. The believing Hebrews were to
put "100% mental effort" into "provoking" unto love and to good works.
o The word provoke is παροξυσμός [paroxysmos], and interesting word.
The prefix par is "alongside" and oxys is "sour wine."
In the English language the oxy usage is "sharp or pointed." For example, oxymoron is
"sharply stupid."
Oxygen is misnamed because early chemists believed the element was essential to produce
(give birth) to acids.
Finally, paroxysm is the "sudden, uncontrolled expression of emotion" (MacMillan).
In Acts 15:39 the word is translated with the phrase "contention was so sharp," referring to
the dispute between Paul and Barnabas.
Why would such a strong word be used here? Only because the urgency of the timing of the
matter required a sharpness of demeanor that would spur others on to love and good works.
Verse 25 –
o Here, two descriptions of the ones who should consider one another (v. 24) are given.
First, not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together.

o

The word assembling is πισυναγωγή [episynagogue] and likely referred to the
gathering at the synagogue (though not required by the word itself).
Second, exhorting one another - παρακαλέω [parakaleo] is "to come alongside calling."
The work to provoke unto love and to good works was to be done so much the more, as ye see the
day approaching.
This is much more applicable for Israel than for the church.
First, it is works-based efforts
Second, there is really no way to see the day approaching for the church, which is looking for
the imminent rapture.
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SESSION 24 | HEBREWS 10:26-39
THE THREAT OF PUNISHMENT | V. 26-31
Verse 26
o The Greek does not contain an if. Rather, it is a description of what is happening in the
Hebrew nation.
o The writer is stating the imminent danger of the nation as it goes on willfully sinning, for
there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins.
o It is of utmost irresponsibility to create a "fall from grace" theology from this passage of
Scripture. Rather, this Scripture explains the danger of not accepting the grace offered. The
passage says, in effect, "If you don't accept the sacrifice of Jesus Christ for your sins, what
sacrifice are you going to bring?"
Verse 27
o Since there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins, what does remain?
Nothing but a judgment and fiery indignation.
This is likely both a reference to eternal judgment and the temporal judgement that
was closer at hand with the destruction of Jerusalem.
o Who are the adversaries?
The word is
hupenantios coming from three Greek words hupo (under)
en (in) anti (against).
The adversaries are those who are part of the "against Jesus" crowd.
The only other time this particular word is used is Col. 2:14, where it is in reference
to the ordinances of the Law which were contrary to us.
Verse 28
o Verse 28 serves as an illustration.
Verse 29 lists three things done that cause a sorer punishment for those thought worthy
o They trample upon the Son of God
o They trample upon the blood of the covenant
o They insult the spirit of grace.
Verses 30-31
o While this sounds as if it is a word of warning to those who reject Jesus Christ (and in part
would not be altogether incorrect), the fact that this is directed toward his people, a fact
which must force us to the interpretation that this is a warning about the judgement of Israel
which was about to come.
THE AUTHOR S ENCOURA GEMENT | VV. 32-39
Verse 32-33 o While we cannot be certain, it appears the author speaks to the saved Hebrew people,
reminding them of Pentecost and shortly beyond, as they were illumined and then began to
endure afflictions.
o They were a gazingstock The word is
theatrizo from which our theater words
derive.
o Companions of them that were so used, consider, for example, men like Stephen.
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Verse 34
o Here the author begins, for the first time, to speak personally.
o Note that there is a textual variant, with KJV stating the compassion was in my bonds and the
modern translations say "sympathy to the prisoners" (NASB).
o This language, in the KJV, sounds like the Apostle Paul, and the spoiling of your goods sounds
like the experience of the early Jewish believers.
Verse 35
o Confidence - The word
parresia was also used in
there translated
boldness.
o Since salvation is by grace through faith, the recompense of reward must be in a nonsalvation sense.
Verse 36
o The need of the Hebrew believer was to retain confidence (v. 35) and to have patience (v.
36). This was so that they might receive the promise of the Kingdom.
o After ye have done - Literally, "having done." This is an aorist active participle.
Verses 37-38
o A quote of Hab. 2:3-4.
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SESSION 25 | HEBREWS 10:35-11:3
A FINAL CHALLENGE TO THE HEBREW NATION | 10:35-39
Verse 35
o Confidence - The word
parresia] was also used in 10:19, there translated
boldness.
o Since salvation is by grace through faith, the recompense of reward must be in a nonsalvation sense.
Verse 36
o The need of the Hebrew believer was to retain confidence (v. 35) and to have patience (v.
36). This was so that they might receive the promise of the Kingdom.
o After ye have done - Literally, "having done." This is an aorist active participle.
Verses 37-38
o A quote of Hab. 2:3-4.
WHAT IS FAITH? | HEBREWS 11:1
The substance of things hoped for: The word hypostasis is substance, translated assurance in NASB
and ESV.
o It's root is histemi ("to stand" or "a stand/platform").
The prefix hupo means "underneath." The word therefore gives the picture of the
support structure underneath a platform, hidden but essential.
Used in Hebrews 1:3, we are told that Christ is the "radiance" (visible portion) of
God's glory, and the "exact representation of His nature." The word nature is this
word, hypostasis. That is, Christ is the visible portion of the Godhead, but the exact
representation of the invisible, which "upholds all things by the word..."
In Hebrews 11, faith is the invisible support framework for the [things] hoped for.
o One should search the context and the Scripture before assuming that things hoped for is
anything they hope it to be.
Hebrews 3:6 - the confidence and rejoicing of the hope is the hope of the Kingdom.
Hebrews 6:11, 18-19, the hope is the coming Kingdom
Hebrews 10:23, the profession of our faith is literally the profession of the hope
and is the continued confession of a coming Kingdom
Any study of hope in the Hebrew or Greek scriptures will lead one to the conclusion
that "the hoped for" is the coming Kingdom. Therefore, v. 1 continues in the same
conversation as Chapter 10, which encourages the continued confession of the hope
of a coming Messianic age (i.e.: the Kingdom)
The evidence of things not seen:
o NASB uses the poor translation of conviction.
o It comes from the root word which means "to expose." The root word is sometimes
translated reproof or convict because the evidence is exposed and used to reprove or convict.
o Just as faith is the "undergirding" of "the hoped for" it is the "visible evidence" of the things
(of the hope) that are not seen.
o Compare with Hebrews 2:8-9.
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The things not seen: This is a very "concrete" phrase.
o "Things" is
pragma] (from which we get pragmatic).
o Seen is the word that is used in reference to the physical activity of seeing.
o 2 Corinthians 4:18 speaks in similar fashion in English, but in Greek it does not refer to
pragma that is not seen This is to be expected because the things of Cor
are not
pragma things but pneuma (spirit) things.
WHAT HAS FAITH DONE IN THE PAST? | HEBREWS 11:2
The elders obtained a good report - This is a terrible translation, as are most of the English
translations. There is a great deal of eisegesis in the translations.
The verb is passive, and must be translated as so, and is the word for "witness," and must be
translated as so. Literally, "it was testified of the elders that they had faith."
The implications that they were "saved by faith" must be removed. The verse simply says that the
Elders had faith that was worthy of testimony, and thus the chapter commences to tell of their
faith. NASB says they gained approval giving indication they were saved by faith
Young s Literal for in this were the elders testified of is accurate. (The same issue is in v. 39).
WHAT DOES FAITH DO F OR US? | HEBREWS 11:3
The worlds were framed - Literally, "the ages" were made.
o The Greek is
(aion), from which we get eon.
o While the context can include the physical world, the emphasis is on time and the purpose of
God within that time.
o See Hebrews 9:26 for world (cosmos) and ages (eons) used in the same sentence.
o Framed is
[katartizo] kata being the intensifier and artizo.
In Greek artizo is to complete
In Latin artus is a joint where the ends meet
The English art has its roots here. A work of art is complete, skillfully joined together.
o Verse 3 is a beautiful dispensational picture. God has skillfully brought the dispensations
together, and we understand this through faith.
The things seen did not come into being by "things visible," literally, "the things being seen." God has
not created the seen using that which is visible to the human eye.
o The Greek word visible is phainomenon.
In proper English usage, a phenomenon is that which can be seen.
Phenomenal simply means visible. "To divert it from this proper use to a job for
which it is not needed, by making it do duty for remarkable, extraordinary, or
prodigious, is a sin against the English language." [Fowler] 1
o This word displays the very keen scientific knowledge of the writer and the ancient world.
The root phaino is literally "to shine."
Visible things reflect light - they shine.
o God created the ages out of that which could catch no light. It has no mass, no matter. He
created "out of nothing."

1
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SESSION 26 | HEBREWS 11:3-40
REVIEW OF VV. 1-2
W HAT I S FAI TH? | HEB REW S 1 1 :1

The substance of things hoped for: The word hypostasis is the undergirding.
The evidence of things not seen: faith can be seen but the object of the faith is unseen.
The things not seen: This is a very "concrete" phrase.
W HAT HAS FAI TH DO NE I N THE PAST? | HEBREW S 1 1 :2

The literal translation: It is witnessed of the elders that they had faith.
The implications that they were "saved by faith" must be removed. The verse simply says that the
Elders had faith that was worthy of testimony, and thus the chapter commences to tell of their faith.
(See Young's Literal) (The same issue is in v. 39).
WHAT DOES FAITH DO F OR US? | HEBREWS 11:3
The worlds: literally, "the ages" were made.
o While the context can include the physical world, the emphasis is on time and the purpose of
God within that time.
o See Hebrews 9:26 for world and ages used in the same sentence.
o Since the author is, in larger context, making reference to the coming age of the Kingdom, he
rightly uses this term (aionas) rather than make reference to the earth (kosmos).
The things seen did not come into being by things which do appear, or, literally, "the things being
seen." God has not created the seen using that which is visible to the human eye.
o The Greek word visible is phainomenon.
In proper English usage, a phenomenon is that which can be seen.
Phenomenal simply means visible. "To divert it from this proper use to a job for
which it is not needed, by making it do duty for remarkable, extraordinary, or
prodigious, is a sin against the English language." [Fowler] 1
o This word displays the very keen scientific knowledge of the writer and the ancient world.
The root phaino is literally "to shine."
Visible things reflect light - they shine.
o God created the ages out of that which could catch no light. It has no mass, no matter. He
created "out of nothing."
o Note: Proper English (and theology) requires "which" not "that" since "which" clarifies and
"that" limits. The use of "that" could imply that God created the ages out of things which
cannot be seen, rather than out of nothing. Further, "things" should be "the things seen" not
"the things not visible." Literal translation: so that the things seen have their existence not
from phenomenon.
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THE MOTIVATIONAL EXA MPLES OF FAITH | VV. 4-38
Abel v. 4
Enoch v. 5
A reminder v. 6
Noah v. 7
Abraham and Sarah vv. 8-12
A midpoint encouragement vv. 13-16
Abraham s offering vv. 17-19
Isaac through Joseph vv. 20-22
Moses vv. 23-29
Others from Rahab through the prophets vv. 30-38
THE PLAN OF GOD | VV . 39-40
The summary: they received not the promise v. 39
Apparent contradictions:
o Heb. 11:33 vs 39
They obtained promises v. 33
They received not the promise v. 39
The word in 11:39 κ ίζ (komizo) is "to have in hand," while in 11:33 [ ι γ ά ]
[epitugchano] is to "stumble upon" (not literally), or to be the recipient of the
promise.
Those in Hebrews 11:33 obtained promises which were not "received" in v. 39.
o Heb. 11:17 vs 39
Abraham received the promise (v. 17)
He received not the promise (v. 39
Verse 17 uses the word αδέ αι [anadechomai], which is used in Acts 28:7 as
"welcomed" (NASB).
The reason they did not receive the promise v. 40
o It was not God s timing for them to get the promise.
o It was God s mercy God having provided some better thing for us us being the Hebrew
nation at the time of the writing).
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SESSION 27 | HEBREWS 11:11-40
THE MOTIVATIONAL EXA MPLES OF FAITH | VV. 4-38
Abel – v. 4
Enoch – v. 5
A reminder – v. 6
Noah – v. 7
Abraham and Sarah – vv. 8-12
o V. 11 - We should give Sara more credit than we typically do. Though she laughed and
contrived the Hagar incident, the Bible credits her with faith.
o V. 11 – as deli ered - This is a miraculous conception, of the same sort as that of John the
Baptist (See Luke 1:36), but not the same sort as the conception of Jesus, which was by the
Holy Spirit, without earthly father.
A midpoint encouragement – vv. 13-16
o Verse 13 contains five participles that describe these previously me ntioned. The English
versions give two as participles and three as past tense. The participles are: having received,
having seen, having been persuaded, having embraced, and having confessed.
Persuaded - The Greek is πείθω [peitho], which is "to convince." The opposite,
apeitho (not to be confused with apathos--"without emotion"), is often translated
disobedience (as in Hebrews 11:31, NASB) because to fail to be persuaded of the
things of God leaves one in a position of disobedience.
Embraced - The word ἀσπάζομαι [aspazomai] is simply, "welcomed," and is often
translated "greet" or "salute" (as in Heb. 13:24). It is the source of the name of
Aspasia, the most famous woman of ancient Athens, wife of Pericles.
Abraham’s offering – vv. 17-19
o On v. 19, compare Romans 4:17-22.
o V. 19 – a figure - The Greek for figure is παραβολή [parabole], from para (alongside) and
ballos (to throw). Therefore, parable is "to place two things side by side for comparison."
Since it is explicitly mentioned that Isaac should be compared to Christ, we should see the
comparison:
Both had a miraculous birth
Both were taken to the altar by their father, for sacrifice
Both were able to tell about the experience at a later date
However, Isaac did not die, but God provided. Jesus was the ultimate provision, but
God provided for Him a resurrection.
Isaac through Joseph – vv. 20-22
o V. 20, See Genesis 27:27-29
o V. 21 - In Genesis 48:5 Jacob adopted Ephraim and Manasseh and said that "they are mine"
to the same degree and Reuben and Simeon.
Moses – vv. 23-29
Others from Rahab through the prophets – vv. 30-38
o V. 32 - Barak and Samson are two men whom we do not typically consider faithful, yet the
Word of God is more generous in its estimation. Worldly failure cannot be the evaluation of
faith.
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V. 32 - Jephthae (Jephthah) is almost never given a good report, except by the writer of
Hebrews. His story is in Judges 11.

THE PLAN OF GOD | VV . 39-40
The summary: they received not the promise – v. 39
Apparent contradictions:
o Heb. 11:33 vs 39 –
They obtained promises v. 33
They received not the promise v. 39
The word in 11:39 κομίζω (komizo) is "to have in hand," while in 11:33 [ πιτυγχάνω]
[epitugchano] is to "stumble upon" (not literally), or to be the recipient of the
promise.
Those in Hebrews 11:33 obtained promises which were not "received" in v. 39.
o Heb. 11:17 vs 39
Abraham received the promise (v. 17)
He received not the promise (v. 39
Verse 17 uses the word ἀναδέχομαι [anadechomai], which is used in Acts 28:7 as
"welcomed" (NASB).
The reason they did not receive the promise – v. 40
o It was not God’s timing for them to get the promise.
o It was God’s mercy, God having provided some better thing for us (“us” being the Hebrew
nation at the time of the writing).
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SESSION 28 | HEBREWS 11:23-12:3
THE MOTIVATIONAL EXA MPLES OF FAITH | VV. 4-38
Moses vv. 23-29
Others from Rahab through the prophets vv. 30-38
o V. 32 - Barak and Samson are two men whom we do not typically consider faithful, yet the
Word of God is more generous in its estimation. Worldly failure cannot be the evaluation of
faith.
o V. 32 - Jephthae (Jephthah) is almost never given a good report, except by the writer of
Hebrews. His story is in Judges 11.
THE PLAN OF GOD | VV . 39-40
The summary: they received not the promise v. 39
Apparent contradictions:
o Heb. 11:33 vs 39
They obtained promises v. 33
They received not the promise v. 39
The word in 11:39
(komizo) is "to have in hand," while in 11:33 [
γ ά ]
[epitugchano] is to "stumble upon" (not literally), or to be the recipient of the
promise.
Those in Hebrews 11:33 obtained promises which were not "received" in v. 39.
o Heb. 11:17 vs 39
Abraham received the promise (v. 17)
He received not the promise (v. 39
Verse 17 uses the word αδ
α [anadechomai], which is used in Acts 28:7 as
"welcomed" (NASB).
The reason they did not receive the promise v. 40
o It was not God s timing for them to get the promise.
o It was God s mercy God having provided some better thing for us us being the Hebrew
nation at the time of the writing).
THE CONCLUDING ENCOURAGEMENT | HEBREWS 12:1-3
Verse 1
o The message to the Hebrew nation was, "We have a heritage we have to live up to! The
people of chapter 11 need to find us as faithful in our generation as they were in theirs!"
o Let us lay aside - In Greek, the verb is not an imperative, as translated with let us lay aside.
Rather, it is a participle, and would be an assumption: "having laid aside."
o Easily besetting sins - ε περίσ α ο [euperistatos] is only used here in the New Testament,
and is a colorful word, made up of a prefix and two compound roots. The eu is "good," then
peri is "encircling, or around" and the statos is from histimi, which is "to stand." Literally, the
word describes the "good at standing around" sin. Do you have a sin that seems to have a
talent of standing around...always finding where you are and never leaving you alone?
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o

The imperative (command) is let us run. We are to do so with patience, following the
example of those in chapter 11.
Verse 2o Looking unto Jesus - Literally, the author and finisher of "the faith."
o Despising - The word α α
kataphroneo is "the ultimate degree" (kat) of a foolish
(lack of thinking - aphron) mind. Therefore, it is to "totally reject giving any degree of sanity
toward..."
o
is sat do n - This is where Jesus remains. The Kingdom of God has not begun until Jesus is
sitting on the Throne of David.
Verse 3
o Consider - The Greek α γ
α analogizomai is literally come into among logic
Christianity is a mind religion not a feeling religion.
o Contradiction - The word here is the opposite of consider. Here we have
γα
[antilogia], or "anti-logic." When one reads the Gospels with logic, it becomes very hard to
consider the death of Jesus reasonable.
o The encouragement of all of chapter 11, concluding in 12:3, is to spur the saved portion of
the Hebrew nation to press forward with the message that Jesus is the Hebrew Messiah and
will establish the Kingdom upon the nation s acceptance of Him
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SESSION 29 | HEBREWS 12:4-14
ISRAEL’S NEED | V.
There was such an urgent need for Israel to receive Jesus as her Messiah that the writer was
encouraging them to go all the way to bloodshed.
The words of v. 4 compare the striving against sin of the Hebrew nation to that of Jesus, whose blood
was shed.
o Striving: The word νταγωνίζομαι antagonizomai is the word from which we get
antagonism. It's root, agon is the source of agony.
o The word agonizomai is "to fight" and antagonizomai is "to fight against," giving a focus to
the battle and always having an opponent or force against which the striving is focused.
o A comparison of the two words can be seen in Luke 13:24 and Hebrews 12:4.
Don't make this verse hyperbole. It is not exaggerated speech to get Christians to "try really hard."
Rather, it is the entire point of 10:24-12:3. The author wants the saved Hebrew people to "draw
near" to the Temple and proclaim the Messiah as King of Israel, even at the risk of losing their lives,
because the time is drawing near in which such a message will not be possible, because Israel will be
destroyed and scattered.
THE ILLUSTRATION OF CHASTENING | VV. 5-11
A comparison is made between the if ye endure of v. 7 and the if ye be without of v. 8.
o One is a child, the other is a bastard, i.e.: unwanted / illegitimate.
o The point of encouragement for the Hebrew people is that God does not chasten the nations
who are not part of His plan.
Verses 9-11 give an additional insight into the comparison. In vv. 9-10 the comparison is the fathers
of the flesh who chastened us after their own pleasure and it is not joyous, but grievous and yet
yieledth the peaceable fruit of righteousness.
o V. 10 – Fathers chastened us after their good pleasure: Literally, and more accurate for
modern English, "according to what seemed good to them."
o For our profit - The word συμφέρω sumphero is the root phero (to carry) and sum
[together...from which we get the English mathematics word sum and the prefix sym as in
symphony). So, sumphero is "bringing all the things together" and is, by interpretation,
"profit." See John 18:14 for the translation of the word as expedient. Therefore, the author
uses this word to say that discipline is part of what is brought together for the Hebrew nation
so that they might be partakers of his holiness.
THE CHALLENGE TO ENTER THE BATTLE | VV. 12-13
Israel is being “spured on” to good works.
Verse 12: Some translate the hands which hang down as weak or feeble, but this is interpretation. It
is literally the "hanging down hands," and emphasizes "giving up" more than physical weakness.
o The word παρίημι pareami is para (alongside) and heimi (to leave behind).
o The implication is "you've put your hands in the "leave behind" pile because you've given up.
o A form of the word is used in Luke 11:42, translated neglect.
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Verse 12: feeble knees - The word παραλύω paraluo is from para (alongside) and luo (to loosen).
o We get "paralytic" from this word.
o In the KJV is is often translated sick with a palsy.
Verse 13: There is a pattern of words in vv. 12-13 not visible in English.
o In v. 12, lift up is νορθόω anorthoo from ana, an intensifier meaning among, and orthos,
meaning strainght).
o In v. 13, the Hebrews are told to make their paths ρθό [orthos], straight.
o Thus, the two verses instruct the Hebrews to make their limp hands and loose knees and
their crooked paths straight for the task at hand, which is to proclaim the Kingdom to a
nation on the brink.
A DISPENSATIONAL INS TRUCTION | V. 14
This verse is tremendously problematic to those who do not rightly divide the word of truth. It gives
instruction to pursue (better than follow) holiness, and that without this no man shall see the Lord.
Taken at face value, it is a work's based salvation.
o While some will twist the interpretation to say, "holiness is given to us by Grace," there then
becomes the problem of pursuing, which is "by works" not a matter of faith.
o Do we have to pursue grace so that we can receive the gift of holiness? Or do we pursue
holiness so that we can receive grace? Either is problematic.
When looked at in light of the future and physical Kingdom of God, which is the subject matter of the
book, then these words are not only accurate, but expected. Even Paul teaches that, "no
whoremonger, nor unclean person, nor covetous man, who is an idolater, hath any inheritance in the
Kingdom of Christ and of God" (Eph. 5:5).
Even noted dispensational teachers have had problems with this passage.
o F.W. Grant says, "Without it none shall see Him, and therefore they must look diligently to
see that no one among them really lacked the grace of God."
Notice how he changes the passage from saying, "pursue holiness" to pursue the
grace of God."
The passage does not instruct anyone to pursue the grace of God, unles God’s grace
and God’s holiness are the same thing which is an idea that one would just have to
make up in order to suit their theological presuppositions). 1
o HA Ironside states that, "This expression is capable of being utterly misconstrued, and has
tormented many an earnest soul who was seeking to do the very thing that the verse rightly
read commands…
Ironside then goes on to create a scenario not in context with these verses, one
which some call "spurious faith," a man-made creation not taught in the Bible.

1

Grant, F. W. The Numerical Bible; Being a Revised Translation of the Holy Scriptures with Expository Notes: Arranged,
Divided, and Briefly Characterized according to the Principles of Their Numerical Structure: Hebrews to Revelation (Study
Text). Neptune, NJ: Loizeaux Brothers, 1902. Print.
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Ironside's problematic closing statement is, "We are ever to seek to become more
and more like Him, the Holy One. Apart from this, no man, whatever his profession,
shall see the Lord." Once again, this creates a works-required faith.2

2

Ironside, H. A. Studies in the Epistle to the Hebrews. Neptune, NJ: Loizeaux Brothers, 1932. Print.
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SESSION 30 | HEBREWS 12:15-29
A HOLY LIFE FOR A HO LY PEOPLE | HEBREWS 12:15-17
Verse 15:
o Looking Diligently: The word ι
έ [episkopeo] is an intensified form of skopeo from which
we get "scope." Therefore, looking diligently or "scoping it out thoroughly."
o Fail:
The word is
ε
hysteron to lack is from the root
ε
ysteros from which
we get "yesterday." It conveys the idea of something being spent or used, thus it involves
a need, lack, or shortage.
The writer is not warning about falling from grace. Rather, he is urging the Hebrew nation
to "scope out" the nation so that no one of the nation is "left out" of God's grace.
o Any root of bitterness: This is the second thing the Hebrew nation was to be looking diligently
for. First, that none miss out on the grace of God. Second, they were to be watching for any root
of bitterness. This instruction / warning is appropriate for believers of any age.
o Many be defiled: Since this is singular, the thereby is a reference to the root of bitterness. Such a
root has the ability to defile.
Verse 16:
o Any fornicator - This is third in the list of things the nation was to be looking diligently for.
o Profane person - The fourth in the list of things the nation was to be looking diligently for. The
underlying word for profane has the meaning "to walk on," thus an ordinary "everydayness," as
Esau disregarded rather than respected his birthright. Genesis 25:34 says "thus Esau despised his
birthright."
o Concerning Esau, What an ignoble comparison to the heroes of the faith in chapter 11.
Verse 17:
o He found no place, that is, though he sought it carefully with tears, there was no place where he
could go and have this undone, even with a subsequent change of mind.
o Note that this illustration is incompatible with the message of grace, in which there is always an
open door.
TWO MOUNTAINS | HEBREWS 12:18-27
In vv. 18-23, the writer compares Mt. Sinai with Mt. Zion (given symbolically as the Kingdom). Sinai was a
mount that might be touched (v. 18) while Zion is the city of the living God (v. 22). This is a further way
of saying, "The age of the law is passed, the age of the Kingdom is at hand."
Verse 22
o Zion, the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem - These are all given as symbolic of the
promised Kingdom.
o An innumerable company of angels - The same words are used (in Greek) in Rev. 5:11, speaking
of "myriads" of angels before the throne of God.
Verse 23
o The general assembly - The Greek α ήγ ι panaguris is from pan (all) and agora (market). It
is only used here in the New Testament. It is a word only used of festival gatherings. It would
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have been better to have reserved the word assembly for ekklesia immediately following. And
this assembly is an amazing one indeed!
o The church of the firstborn The church of the firstborn (more accurately, assembly) is an assembly of all who can be
considered firstborn in this spiritual sense.
Grammatically, it is not "the assembly of the firstborn (who is Jesus)" but "the assembly
of those who can themselves claim status as firstborn."
Who is this assembly of the firstborn? We must allow Scripture to be its own dictionary,
and find the answer in Exodus 4:22, where Israel is declared God's firstborn.
o Which are written in heaven - The "elect" is the nation of Israel, and this election is written in
heaven. The 70 Kingdom witnesses were told to rejoice over this in Luke 10:20.
o The spirits of j st men - This phrase seems to make a distinction between the church of the
firstborn and just men made perfect, since a normal reading of the words would show that both
of these groups are in the list. And because these are still spirits then they have not been given
glorified bodies (thus pre-resurrection).
Verse 24o Jesus the mediator - Because Jesus is presented as the mediator of the new covenant then the
covenant has not yet been delivered.
o The blood of sprinkling - That is, the blood of Jesus Christ as the lamb of God who taketh away
the sin of the world.
Verse 25o Him that speaketh - This is likely the author speaking in third person, saying, "don't refuse what I
am saying." If this is the case, then all translations should make this a lowercase "him." NASB,
NLT, NKJV, HCSB, use uppercase. However, the context of the rest of the verse does give merit t o
consider him that speaketh to be God. I take it as the author's way of saying, "listen to me,
because what I am saying is God-breathed."
Verse 26:
o Further evidence that him that speaketh in 25a is the writer is that this him that speaketh from
heaven is an introduction to a quote from God in the Haggai 2:6.
o Yet once more quoted from Haggai 2:6, the passage is prophetic of the coming Day of the Lord,
which precedes the Kingdom.
Verse 27:
o Yet once more - The word more is neither in the Greek text nor the Hebrew quote in Hag. 2.6.
The text simply says, "yet once." The word yet speaks of a future event. Translators have often
added "more" due to the reference and comparison to Mt. Sinai (Ex. 19:18).
o The removing of those things that are shaken - That is, the shaking has a purpose: the removal
of that which is shakeable for that which is unshakable.
From George N.H. Peters: The student who has followed our argument will at once
anticipate such a result, for the Kingdom, in its Theocratic aspect, with its design and
connections (e.g. restored Jewish nation), cannot possibly be erected here on earth
without a fearful commotion, the most terrible convulsions among the nations, in which
nature itself is represented as partaking. The Millennial descriptions are introduced by
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this preparatory shaking, and every prophet, more or less, has portrayed its dreadful
nature.i
THE FINAL KINGDOM MESSAGE | HEBREWS 12:28-29
Verse 28 A kingdom that cannot be shaken The kingdom being received is yet future, as is clear in
this passage. Yet many commentaries have made this "shaking" to be past tense, having come with the
birth of Jesus. Consider these examples from Albert Barnes (Barnes Notes on the New Testament).ii
o "The words here quoted are taken from Haggai 2:6, where they refer to the changes which would
take place under the Messiah. The meaning is, that there would be great revolutions in his
coming, as if the universe were shaken to its center. The apostle evidently applies this passage as
it is done in Haggai, to the first advent of the Redeemer."
o The shaking of the earth here evidently refers to the commotions among the nations that would
prepare the way for the coming of the Messiah."
o “This may refer either (1) to the extraordinary phenomena in the heavens at the birth, the death,
and the ascension of Christ; or (2) to the revolutions in morals and religion which would be
caused by the introduction of the gospel, as if everything were to be changed expressed by a
shaking of the heavens and the earth or
it may be more literally taken as denoting that there
was a remarkable agitation in the heavens in the bosoms of its inhabitants arising from a fact
so wonderful as that the Son of God should descend to earth, suffer, and die."
o The effect of the gospel would be to overturn everything which was of a temporary character in
the previous system, and everything in morals which was not founded on a solid basis, and to set
up in the place of it principles which no revolution and no time could change."

i

Peters, George N. H. The Theocratic Kingdom of Our Lord Jesus, the Christ. Vol. 2. New York; London: Funk & Wagnalls,

1884. Print.
iiBarnes,

Albert. Notes on the New Testament: Hebrews. Ed. Robert Frew. London: Blackie & Son, 1884 1885. Print.
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SESSION 31 | HEBREWS 13:1-9
INSTRUCTIONS FOR LIVI NG | VV. 1-7
Let brotherly love continue v. 1
o Beginning in 13:1, the writer gives some instruction on how to serve God acceptably (12:28).
The first instruction is to let brotherly love continue.
o Brotherly love is ιλαδελ ία philadelphia from ιλ philos and αδελ
adelphos The
Greek philos is "friend" or "tangible love" and adelphos is "brother."
Show hospitality to strangers v. 2
o The kind of hospitality:
The word ιλ ενία philoxenia is from philos (see v. 1) and xenos (stranger /
foreigner).
Paul also instructed the Romans to be "given to hospitality" (Rom 12:13), using the same
word.
It is clearly a word that is for strangers, not regular companions (as opposed to v. 1).
o The entertainment of angelsAs in chapter 1, this word always demands an interpretation: is it a reference to earthly
messengers or spiritual beings.
The writer likely had some specific instance in mind, but we do not know what instance
this was.
Assuming that the writer is referring to angelic beings, does this continue to happen in
this age in which the Kingdom is not being offered? If so, we are still unawares, and
should practice hospitality to strangers in any circumstance.
Remember fellow believers who are suffering in prison for their faith v. 3
o This is likely those that are in bonds due to their faith, not prisoners in general.
Keep marriage holy v. 4
o Paul had taught that "the unrighteous will not inherit the Kingdom of God" (1 Cor 6:9). The
judgments given in this chapter are related to Kingdom judgment, not to eternal salvation,
though every believer should abide by this kind of righteous living.
Avoid fascination with material benefits vv. 5-6
o The word conversation is literally, "your way."
The Greek
tropos is turning and thus by implication, the path you take, with
all its turns.
We get the English "tropics" from this, because the "tropic" is the line at which the path
of the sun "turns."
o The word covetousness is literally, "without love of silver."
o Since all of the Hebrew believers of Jerusalem had sold all their possessions (Acts 4:32), and an
offering had to be taken for these same people (2 Corinthians 8-9), such things as ye have were
likely very slim, yet they were to be content. Since they had personal possessions, the teaching
to sell everything had long been abandoned (probably about the time of the death of Stephen).
o I will never leave thee nor forsake thee - From Deuteronomy 31:6.
o The Lord i m helper - From Ps. 118:6, which, in context, is Israel praising God for bringing her
safely through the Tribulation.
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Verse 7
o Remember hem - More literally, "Be mindful of those leading you" (YLT). Additional
instruction is given in v. 17.
o Who have spoken unto you the word - This clarifies the leadership, speaking of the spiritual
leaders, likely a reference to James and Peter.
o In Greek, considering the end of their conversation comes first, thus a literal translation would
be, "considering the end of their conversation, imitate their faith."
o See note on v. 5 for conversation.
A DOCTRINAL INSTRUCTION | VV. 8-9
Verse 8
o This beautiful phrase contains no verb (as in KJV), and is likely a clause, not a full sentence,
which serves as the foundation to the instruction of v. 9.
o If this interpretation is accurate, then v. 8 should end with a comma, not a period. (Note: All
punctuation in the Bible is supplied by translators and should always be questioned).
Verse 9
o Grammatically, the sentence would be, "Jesus Christ, [being] the same yesterday, today and
forever, [therefor] be not carried about..."
o Strange - This is the Greek έν xenos foreign See note on v where philoxenia is used.
o No i h mea
- This is likely a symbolic reference to a teaching that was not taught by Jesus
Christ but was now being taught among the Hebrews. It could have been directly related to
meats, or meats may be used symbolically of the divers and strange doctrines. The Greek word
for meats is general, referring to any food or nourishment.
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SESSION 32 | HEBREWS 13:8-25
OUR STANDING IN CHRI ST | VV. 8-12
Verse 8 o This beautiful phrase contains no verb (as in KJV), and is likely a clause, not a full sentence, which
serves as the foundation to the instruction of v. 9.
o If this interpretation is accurate, then v. 8 should end with a comma, not a period.
o (Note: All punctuation in the Bible is supplied by translators and should always be questioned).
Verse 9 –
o Grammatically, the sentence would be, "Jesus Christ, [being] the same yesterday, today and
forever, [therefor] be not carried about..."
o Strange doctrines - This is the Greek ξένος [xenos], foreign. See note on v. where philoxenia is
used.
o For it is a good thing…
The contrast is between the heart being established with grace or "meats."
Since the "meats" have not profited them that have been occupied therein, then it
would be better to be established in the grace of Jesus Christ, who is the same
yesterday, and to day, and for ever.
Verse 10 - What amazing proof that a new dispensation has begun! Previously, there was no access to
God without coming through those which serve the tabernacle.
Verse 11 –
o While the new dispensation had begun, the Temple had not yet been destroyed, and the Jewish
people were continuing to bring their sacrifices for sin. These sacrifices were no longer of any
value, as the writer argued in Heb. 10:18. However, to argue that such sacrifices for sin never had
any effect is an absolute denial of the Word of God.
o Beasts - The reader should not put any modern connotation of beasts into the tone of the
sentence. The writer simply speaks of the animals that were used for sacrifice.
o Burned without the camp - This was true of sin offerings alone. Other offerings were used for
food. See Ex. 29:14. Lev. 6:30. & 9:11. & 16:27.
FROM ONE HOPE TO ANOTHER | VV. 13-14
These are, in one sense, sad words of defeat. The writer is acknowledging that the Kingdom is not going
to come now, and it is time for the Hebrews to depart.
o Here we have no continuing city is doubtless a reference to the soon-coming destruction of
Jerusalem.
o This verse serves as evidence that the Kingdom is not “already” but just “not yet.”
While the author acknowledges what is to come, he also looks beyond, to the city that is yet to come: the
"city of God" which is the Kingdom of God.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE BELIEVERS | VV. 15-19
Verse 15 – Since the sacrifice for sin has been made, and no other sacrifice for sin remains, the Hebrews
were encouraged to give a new kind of sacrifice: that of praise to God continually. We cannot make
sacrifice for sin, but we can verbally rejoice that such sacrifice has been made.
Verse 16 –
o But - The Greek word can be now, and, or but.
o Communicate - The word κοινωνία [koinonia] is fellowship. However, the word goes deeper
than "enjoy an after church fellowship" and involves sharing of substance. The rook koine is
"common."
o What a beautiful list of three things believers can do to please God: Praise Him with thanksgiving,
do good, and fellowship. These three things are a worthy daily goal for any Christian.
Verse 17 - This appears to be spiritual rulers. The Greek γέομαι [hegeomai] is to lead or rule, and we
get the English word hegemony from this term.
Verses 18-19 –
o The desire for prayer on the author's part was urged "more abundantly" (a literal interpretation
of I beseech you).
o It was done out of a good conscience with the desire that I may be restored to you.
Restored is ποκαθίστημι [apokathistami] which is to be restored or to be
established."
It is used in Acts 1:6 when the apostles ask if the Kingdom will be restored at that time.
o Clearly, the author had a standing with the Hebrew people, but some circumstance had
interrupted this standing.
o That circumstance could have been the imprisonment of the author, the travels of the author, or
even a disagreement with the author.
Verse 23 would lead one to consider imprisonment as the circumstance, but the text is not fully clear.
THE AUTHOR’S PRAYER | VV. 20-25
Verse 21 - This is the closing prayer of Hebrews, for the Hebrew believers. It is an appropriate prayer for
any group of believers.
Verse 22 – Suffer - The word implies a forbearing endurance, giving indication that the author was saying
some things that some of the recipients may not have wanted to hear.
Verse 23 – Timothy had a Jewish mother and Greek father. Paul encouraged Timothy to be circumcised
even after arguing that circumcision was unnecessary for salvation (see Acts 15-16). Paul would not argue
that circumcision was not necessary for Jewish identity in the Abrahamic covenant, which continues even
in this age of Grace.
Verse 24 - This statement, as well as others in Chapter 13, give credence to the traditional view that Paul
wrote the book of Hebrews. The traditional view has been abandoned over the past 150 years.
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